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Official election results
for May primary listed

Houston ace strikes
out 14 Reds
See page 12
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Knocked out
Spinks counters Cooney,
scores victory in 5th round
See page 12
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News In Brief
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Two million motors from

35 CENTS

Murray

Summers denies that he helped
dispose of child's body in river
MARTIN, Tenn.(AP) — A Martin man has denied a claim by the
mother of missing 4-year-old Marlena Childress that he helped the
woman dispose of her daughter's dead body in a river two months
ago, saying he has not seen the woman since 1985.
P.L. Summers denied at a Monday news conference that he helped
Pam Childress Bailey, who told police that she and Summers dumped
Marlena's body into the Obion River after she accidentally killed the
girl. Marlena was reported missing from her Union City home April
16.
Martin Police Chief Jackie Moore said Summers has not been
charged in connection with Marlena's disappearance.
At a news conference Monday, Summers said he went home after
work on the afternoon of April 16 and stayed there the rest of the day.
Summers said his wife and others would attest to his being at home,
but he declined to identify the others who could confirm his story.
Summers would not speak on the telephone when called at home
Monday night. His wife, Ruth Summers, said she and her husband
had known Mrs. Bailey, but hadn't seen her since the spring of1.985.
She said they had once considered Mrs. Bailey a friend of the family.
Asked if she still considered them such, she replied, "Well, after
this, would you?"
Mrs. Summers refused to answer further questions.
Moore said Mrs. Bailey alleged she had called Summers from
Union City and arranged to meet him in Martin. She told police Summers accompanied her to the bridge where she dumped the body into
the river, Moore said.
Mrs. Bailey has told police her daughter died after she slapped the
girl to punish her, and the girl slipped and hit her head.
A search of the Obion River for the girl's body was suspended during the weekend, officials said.

Elsewhere...
By the llosoclated Press

SEOUL, South Korea — Police said today that nearly 1,000 people
were arrested in a wave of anti-government protests that swept
dozens of campuses and prompted thousands of middle-class South
Koreans to join demonstrations for democracy.
WASHINGTON — Largely due to the declining dollar, labor costs
of U.S. manufacturers plummeted nearly 22 percent last year when
compared with those of major industrial foreign competitors, according to new government data.
NICOSIA, Cyprus — Syria and Iraq, bitter rivals for nine years, are
quietly working toward a rapprochement that could have a major impact on Middle East peace efforts and the Iran-Iraq war, official
Arab sources report. They are also discussing reopening an Iraqi oil
pipeline across Syria.
WASHINGTON — The fight against racial and class prejudice will
be helped by a new Supreme Court ruling that bars evidence in
capital punishment cases about the impact of a murder on the victim's family, civil rights groups say.
IN TIIE MIDWEST — Storms carried cool relief to the heat-choked
Midwest, while temperatures in the 90s felled soldiers and forced
schools to close early in the East and torrential rains flooded parts of
Texas.

Employer requirements
Documenting the right to work in the U.S.
To satisfy I-9 form. applicant must produce:
At least one document each from column A and B
Column A
•Social Security card
•U S birth certificate
•Any other document approved
by U.S. attorney general
authorizing employment here

Column B
•Drivers license with photo
•Other state ID with photo or
equivalent
•Any other photo ID approved
by U S attorney general

Or any one Item listed below
•Certificate of U.S. citizenship
•Unexpired foreign passport with
unexpired work authorization
•Resident alien rgreen1 card with clear photo and explicit authorization to
work in U.S.
passport
▪
▪ Certificate of naturakzabon

Briggs & Stratton Vice President of Manufacturing Ken Delleman,from
Milwaukee, Wis., addresses workers at the Murray factory Monday
afternoon. Delleman,shown at left at the podium, was presented the two
millionth engine (in foreground) manufacutured in Murray. Behind
Delleman is plant manager Dick Fotsch. Above, employees at the factory receive bonus checks from the company for outstanding prcductivity. According to Fotsch, employment opportunities at the plant are still
growing as the factory showed a 13 percent increase in productivity in
the past year.
Staff photos by David Tuck

President Reagan upbeat on results of
summit; hits Congress on budget deficit
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, denying that he
came home empty-handed from
the Venice summit, says a congressional "lapse of faith" is
threatening progress that he and
other world leaders made toward
economic health.
"The truth is we came home
from this summit with everything
we had hoped to accomplish," the
president said in an 18-minute nationally broadcast speech Monday
night from the Oval Office.
"I was particularly gratified,

for example, for the support our
allies gave to our Persian Gulf
policy; it was extended without
hesitation," the president said,
although the support was limited
to diplomatic rather than military
backing.
Reagan answered critics of his
plan to protect oil tankers in the
Persian Gulf with American warships by saying, -If we don't do
the job, the Soviets will" and said
U.S. national security would be
jeopardized if the Kremlin
becomes the guardian of gulf oil.

Reagan disputed reports that
"nothing was really accomplished
at the summit, and the United
States in particular came home
empty-handed" while saying he
"felt among the other six summit
leaders a sense of unease about
America's commitment to a consistent, enforceable plan to reduce
our deficits."
He said he had "a special
message,one that is about our own
economy, about actions that could
((onn,on page 2)

County school board pleased with evaluation
By DAVID TICK
Staff Writer
The Calloway County School
System had no problems with this
year's state accreditation evaluation, Assistant Superintendent Dr.
Nancy Lovett told the county
school board at its regular
meeting Monday night.
According to Lovett, the county
school system registered one of
the best evaluations in Kentucky.

"We feel very good about this
accreditation report," Lovett said.
"The state team said this was one
of the best school districts they
had evaluated this year."
She noted that the county
system received only 10 noncompliances out of a checklist of
more than 300 criteria; and, she
said, most of the non-compliances
were minor technicalities that can
easily be corrected.

"We asked for some of them,"
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose
said. "Sometimes, you need a noncompliance to get state funding in
some areas."
A public hearing on the accreditation evaluation was held
Monday morning at the school
board office, but the fact that no
community members other than
school officials and a member of
the local media attended was a

—Today's Index

MISS
YOUR PAPS*?

Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of Th. Murray Lodger &
TifIRIDS by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p m Saturday
ore urged to coal 793-1016 between 9:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. mad 4 p.m. Saturday.
a.m..S p.m.
*Mao Mears —
Meaday Hew Friday, S a.m.-12
p.m. Saturday.

sign that no one had serious complaints to express, Lovett said
Board Chairman Ferrel Miller
was also pleased with the system's
marks.
"This speaks extremely well for
the total system — I'm very happy
with it," Miller said.
In other business, the board approved the purchase of 32 IBM
(Cont'd on page 2)

MSU tuition
reported
going up by
six percent

Weekly weeder
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3
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6
Horoscope
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Murray Today
11
Obituaries
3
Perspective
12, 13
Sports

Ronald Reagan

From Oaf. AP reports

Tonight: Warm and muggy
with a 20 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Low 70 to 75.
Light wind.
Wednesday: Hot and humid
with a 30 percent chance of
thunderstorms.
&leaded Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for sunny, hot days Thursday
thfvugh Satuedity with fair,
very mild nights through the
period.
LAKE LEVELS
359.2
Kentucky Lake
. 359.2
Barkley Lake....

Murray' Woman's Club member .lanet Nallis pulls weeds from air, entrance sign at the Murray-Calloway
County Park Monday. The flower bed at the park is sponsored by the MWC Garden Departznest.
Sall poles by Davit Tack

Although the nation's top education official says tuition is rising
too fast, every Kentucky college
except for one will raise tuition
and fees by 5 to 7 percent this fall.
U.S. Education Secretary
William Bennett charges that tuition is rising too fast — well
beyond the Consumer Price Index.
The CPI rose just 1.1 percent last
year, although prices have been
rising more sharply this year.
Murray State's tuition will increase 6 percent in the fall, according to figures given by the MSli
accounts receivable office. Last
year, tuition for a full-time,
in—state student was $470 a
semester. In the fall, tuition will
be $500 a semester — a $60 a year
Increase.
The universities say faculty
salaries are still catching up with
(Ossed on page 2)
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Certified statewide May primary election
results listed by State Board of Elections

Dale Spear at right) and Becky Goad (second from right), from the state office of instruction, discuss the
Kentucky Department of Education accreditation evaluation of the ('alicos-ay County School System with
superintendent Dr. Jack Rose (at left) and Assistant Superintendent Dr. Nancy Lovett at a public hearing
Monday . 1,0%ett announced at the county school board meeting Monday e)ening that the system had received
an excellent report from the accreditation team.

FRANKFORT. Ky. (API - No
substantive changes in the outcome of the May 26 primary election took place when the State
Board of Elections certified the
results
Here are the official results in
the contested primaries for all of
the statewide races as released
Monday by the board of elections.
Governor
Democratic Party
Wallace Wilkinson, 221,029
votes; John Y. Brown Jr., 163,201;
Steve Beshear, 114,439; Grady
Stumbo, 84,613; Julian Carroll,
42,137; Stanley Luttrell, 3,788;
Dinwiddie Lampton Jr., 2,638:
Anne Moore, 1,761.
Republican Party
John Harper, 37,432; Joe
Johnson, 22.3§6; Leonard "Buck"
Beasley. 21,067; Thurman Jerome
Hamlin, 9,475
Lieutenant Governor
Democratic Party
Brereton Jones, 188,191; David
Armstrong, 147,718; Paul Patton,
130,713; David Boswell, 57,209;
Alice McDonald, 41,275; Wilton
Benge Cupp, 3,9E7.
Republican Party
Lawrence Webster, 39,372:
Tommy Klein, 29,830.
Attorney General
Democratic Party
Fred Cowan. 227,504; Todd
Hollenbach, 181,696; Raymond

Tuition...
((oat'd from page I)
sharp losses caused by inflation in
the late '70s and early '80s. They
say the Consumer Price Index
does not accurately reflect the
kinds of expenses colleges face.
And they say federal cutbacks in
financial aid have forced them to
spend more to help students.

Murray School Superintendent Robert Jeffrey , far right. is shown aith Ed Burkeen and Becky Goad from the
State Department of Education. Burkeen and Goad were in Murnly Monday for a public hearing over a recent
state accreditation report on the Murray Independent Schools. The hearing is a zit e and-take session concerning possible a)enues to correct an) problems found in the report.

THE FORD WAGON LEADERSHIP CELEBRATION!

VACATION IN AMERICA'S
BEST-SELLING MINI-VAN'•••

The debate about college costs
"certainly has focused a lot more
attention on tuition increases,"
said Richard Bauer, vice president for business and finance at
Centre College, Kentucky's most
expensive school.
Centre's tuition and fees will go
up $475, or 6.1 percent, this fall, to
$7,550. Room and board will push
total annual expenses at the
private school in Danville past
$10,000 for the first time.
Like most colleces*d universities. Centre plans ro-spend much
of the increase on salaries. "Over
60 percent of the general operating
fund budget goes to faculty and
staff salaries," Bauer said.

tBased on retail deliveries tor 1986 calendar year and 1987 model
year to date '.131 ,57

Law enforcement
agencies release
information on
recent accidents

AEROSTAR WAGON
Vacation time is Isere!
Soon you'll be beading for exciting places to enjoy it. Why not make it even more tun
In a Ford Aerostar minivan from Parker Ford Uncoln- Mercury!
The Aerostar's popularity growth indicates more and more people are recognizing it
for
what it is - a versatile. comfortable and stylish vehicle with amazing maneuverability.
sedan like comfort and seating for up to seven adults.
Aerostar fits the bill for so many often encountered needs - shopping, towing, hauling.
c.amping. taking a gang to a ball game, or just going for a night out.
Whether you drive the standard model. the XL. or the top-of-the•line XLT, you'll be driving the finest expression of the mini-van concept - a Ford Aerostar.
Before you complete your vacation plans. be sure to see the fine selection of Aerostars
we have at Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury. We can pot you in one for a lot leas than you think!

7 IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
14 MORE COMING
6-YEAR/60,000 MiLE POWERTRAIN WARRANTY.
45rr Fogo worroory covers Doweerrons 'or 6 4'eers/60 000,
..4es ond prov,Oes oro.ecrpor. acen-ol to0y-oonei rusi-lItroor to 6
year5/1 00 OM moos +/Nervy"
,comes first Restnctions and OeOuct.tioS OPPr See ow se....ce "winner or a copy or rift lornotS0
wareroy

West Kentucky and West Tennessee's Oldest
FORD
Volume Dealer
FORD
MERCURY

MERCURY

LINCOLN

LINCOLN

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercu
701 Main Street
(502) 753-5273

Irray, KY 42071
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May Belle Glasgow, 84, 306 N.
17th, and Stephen D. Parrish, 20,
both of Murray, were treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Monday following
a two-car accident at the intersection of Henry Street and Meadow
Lane at approximately 2:46 p.m.,
according to a report from the
Murray Police Department.
According to the report.
Glasgow, who was eastbound on
Henry, ran a stop sign hitting the
Parrish pick-up truck, which was
traveling north on Meadow Lane.
Upon impact, the report indicated, the Glasgow vehicle
bounced off the truck, landing in
the front yard of 1500 Henry. Also
upon impact, a Yamaha threewheeler in the back of the pick-up
was knocked out, landing in the
yard of 907 Meadow Lane
The accident was investigated
by Murray Police officer George
King. The Murray Fire Department also stood by at the scene.
Five people suffered injuries in
a weekend accident, according to
another police department report.
The two-car accident occurred
Saturday at 6:10 p.m. on U.S. 641,
north of Murray, when Gladys E.
Etherton, 77, 811 S Ninth St.
reportedly pulled from the parking lot of Seven Seas restaurant
onto 641 into the path of a northbound vehicle driven by Danny W
Spencer. Martin, Tenn
The report indicated that Merton arid three passengers, Marie
Crisp, 1001 Fairlane , Louise Buckingham, 1123 Circarama; and
Myrtle Spalding. 905 Fairlane, all
received injuries along with Sherri
Mills, of Murray. a passenger in
the Spencer vehicle
In a separate accident the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department reported that Dianne C
Phillips. 35, of Taylor. Mich suffered injuries after an accident
Saturday at 6 p.m near New
Concord

Republican Party
Ron Sanders (uncontested)
Auditor
Democratic Party
Bob Babbage, 255,937, Drexel
"Drex" Davis Jr., 154,090
Republican Party
Beverly Giffin (uncontested)
Treasurer
Democratic Party
Robert Mead C.P.A., 108,983;
James B Graham, 67,458; Pat
McWhorter, 61,060; John Stephenson, 50,339; James L. Wilson,
35,189; Larry E. Moore, 27,669,
Mae Girkey, 27,662; Brett Dorse
Scott, 27,030
Republican Party
Carol W. Reed (uncontested
Superintendent
Democratic Party
John Brock, 114,590; Roger Noe,
111,054; Raymond Barber, 82,138;
Harry "Gippy" Graham, 47,408;
Sherleen Sisney, 46,225; Evelyn
Travis, 24,262.

Republican Party
Sue Daniel (uncontested
Agriculture Commissioner
Democratic Party
Ward "Butch" Burnette,
213,700; Ralph M. Lowe, 74,461;
Franklin D. Roosevelt Keesee,
443,585; Bill Abner, 44,192.
Republican Party
John Underwood Jr.
(uncontested).
Railroad Commission
First District
Democratic Party
William "Bill" Bailey, 55,585;
Gene Smith, 33,130; Jacondino
Brizendine, 7,935.
Republican Party
None.
Second District
Henry Spalding, 43,722; George
C. Wallace, 35,846; Ronald D.
Ferguson, 21,877; Glenn D.
Bossmeyer, 19,561; J.T. Wilson
Jr., 17,612; Abe B. Addams,
12,286; Richard Welsh Fenzel,
6,866.
Republican Party
None
Third District
Democratic Party
J.E. Combs, 30,132; Jimmy
"Gabe" Turner, 22,662; Susanna
"Sue" Bullard, 13,925; Harry D.
Green, 10,159.
Republican Party
G . L "Dusty" Rhodes
(uncontested).

"Everybody likes to compare
Increasing costs at colleges and
universities with the inflation index. That's not fair. Lower fuel
prices didn't help colleges that
much."
Lees College, a two-year school
In Breathitt County with 350
students is not raising tuition this
fall, the only college or university
in Kentucky that isn't.
Tuition is going up as well at
Kentucky's public universities and
community colleges. Their increases are generally pegged to
the rise in per capita income, and
this fall's raises increases range
from $20 a year, or 3.7 percent, for
the community colleges to $60, or
6.4 percent for the six regional

universities and $80, 6.5 percent,
for the University of Kentucky and
the University of Louisville.
"Those increases are comparatively small," said Gary Cox,
executive director of the Kentucky
Council of Higher Education.
Council Chairman Michael Harreld thinks they may be too small.
The council has urged Gov. Martha Layne Collins to call a special
General Assembly session to boost
state revenue by aligning Kentucky's tax code with the new
federal tax changes.
Harreld said schools may
-education circles when he said
the schools may have to raise tuition higher even if lawmakers do
change the tax code.

Reagan...

balanced federal budget and for
congressional action to permit
him to veto specific items in appropriation bills. He said he would
spell out other budget reforms,
which he called "an economic Bill
of Rights."
Following the speech.
Democratic leaders in Congress
attacked his fiscal policies and
said his Persian Gulf plans are
deceptive.
Senate Majority Leader Robert
Byrd, D-W.Va., said the president's budget picture "was like his
early explanation of the Iran.
Contra misadventure. It was long
on rhetoric, short on facts and left
a misleading impression."
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., chairman of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, said Reagan "is a
master at delivering these
speeches and he gave his usual
performance." Reagan's remarks
on the gulf held "nothing new,"
Nunn said.
Senate Republican leader Bob
Dole of Kansas said Reagan's emphasis on the federal budget "was
right on target."
"We need all the tools the president talked about - a constitutional amendment to balance the
budget, the line-item veto and
budget process reform - but
we've also got to make the tough
choices. We've got to cut spending," Dole said.

Douglas Kirk, 38,075
Republican Party
Christopher Combs
(uncontested).
Secretary of State
Democratic Party
Bremer Ehrler, 1 30,4 8;
Frances Jones Mills, 119,716; Jim
Maggard, 83,807; Alma Waddell,
66,403, James "awn" Tackett,
42,704

((oat'd from page 1)
jeopardize the kind of progress we
made toward economic health last
week in Venice as well as the prosperity that during the last six
years all of us here in America
have worked so hard to achieve.
The president recalled the
passage two years ago of the
Gramm-Rudman deficit reduction
legislation which he supported,
but added, "And what's happened
to that restraint on wasteful
domestic spending solemnly promised under Gramm-RudmanHollings? It vanished. And to pay
for this lapse of faith you, the taxpayers, are going to be saddled
with an approximately £100 billion
bill over the next four years."
He renewed his plea for a constitutional amendment requiring a

School board...
(Coat'd from page 1)
computers and full-color monitors
for the new computer lab at
Calloway County High School, and
55 new computers with
monochromatic monitors for the
business and office practice labs
at the high school. The IBM
"Writing to Read" program was
also approved for the county's
elementary centers at a cost of approximately $20,000 at each of the
three schools - the computers at
the high school will cost $150,000,
Rose said
The board also transferred twotenths of a teaching unit from
Southwest Elementary in both
physical education and music to
the middle school and high school.
According to Rose, the shift in
teaching responsibility is part of a
necessary rearrangement of
teaching resources following the
up-coming transfer of the county's
sixth graders to Calloway County
Middle School this fall The move
should not be viewed as antiphysical education. Rose said.
Also tranferred Monday was the
trainable mentally handicapped
class (TMH I from Southwest
Elementary to East Elementary
to give the class more room.
In personnel matters, the board
approved Kathy Newton as the
new boys' and girls' soccer coach
at the high school: named Randy
McCallon as head baseball coach.
and named Rose Ross as head
croon country coach for boys and
girls at the high school.
Resignations were accepted
from Lucy Ann Forrest and Betty
Riley at the high school Forrest
taught home economics, while
Riley taught English and sponsored the Beta Club and school
newspaper

City council calls
Thursday meeting;
Tuesday one fails
The Murray City Council will
meet in special session Thursday,
June 18 at 7:30 p.m. in the Council
Chambers at City Hall.
A special session was cancelled
Monday due to a lack of a quorum.
The council will meet to hear the
second reading of a summary approving a joint and cooperative
program for self-insurance and
execution of the Interlogical
Cooperation Agreement to
Establish the Kentucky Municipal
Risk Management Association.
The council will also discuss
merit increases, promotions and
Job reclassifications for certain city employees and will hear the
first reading of the 1987-88 general
fund budget.

Planners to meet
The Murray Planning Commission will meet in regular seulon
Tuesday, June 16 at 7 p.m. in the
Council Chambers at City Hall.
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will meet in regular session Wednesday, June 17 at 5:15
p m. in the Conference, City Hall
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Garrott's Galley

Peer review
or pork?
It used to be that universities had to undergo a thorough merit review in order to
qualify for grants for scientific research from the federal
government. All too often,
however, the time-honored
practice of having experts
scrutinize the proposals is
being bypassed on Capitol
Hill in favor of the pork-barrel approach.
Direct congressional
awards to specific universities have become a growth industry during the last few
years. In 1982, for example,
Congress appropriated $3
million directly for such
awards. These grants mushroomed to almost $200 million last year. Indicating
more pork than research, $80
million was divided among 10
universities not noted for scientific status, including Iowa
State, Wichita State and the
University of Nevada at Las
Vegas. Other schools with
less-than-stellar research reputations received generous
grants as well, thanks to the
timely intercession of lobbyists and powerful politicians.
This alarming trend has
prompted 40 of the nation's
leading research universities

Agree Or Not

to refuse to accept direct federal funding that is not subject to competitive review. In
the forefront of this principled reform are major California universities: UC San
Diego; UC Berkeley; UCLA;
USC; and Stanford. These
prestigious institutions, which
have earned for the most part
millions of dollars in federal
grants by significant scientific findings, are justly concerned that the lagging peerreview process means too
many grants are being
awarded for political reasons
instead of research ability. If
this is allowed to continue,
the United States could soon
forfeit its pre-eminent position in the scientific world.
The flimsy rationale for direct awards is that numerous
colleges in various congressional districts aren't getting
their fair share of federal
grants. Such academic welfarism, of course, begs the
question. The national interest can best be served if federal grants are assigned on
the basis of scrupulous peer
review of research proposals
and not by politicians passing
out the pork to their campus
constituents.

By S.C. VanCuron

Ne%% governor to face four tough years
FRANKFORT — It's going to be
a tough four years ahead for
Wallace Wilkinson or John Harper
when he walks into the governor's
office next December.
Wilkinson, the Democrat
nominee, has the advantage since
his party's registration outnumbers Harper's Republicans
about 2 to 1. While history has
shown Republicans win about
every 20 years. the withdrawal of
Larry Forgy from the Republican
primary late certainly didn't hurt
Wilkinson's advantage in the least.
However, the economic position
of the state and nation today should
prompt the two candidates to begin
preparing their plans and programs to present to the 1988
General Assembly early in
January.
First off is the financial situation.
Not once in the eight years under
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., or Gov.
Martha Layne Collins did revenue
meet the budget estimate. Each
governor has had to cut back to
meet the constitutional requirement of no unfunded indebtedness
exceeding half a million dollars.
Wilkinson has made the promise
of no increase in taxes other than
his plan to operate a state lottery
as a revenue raiser. He seems to
plan on normal growth in the
economy and frugal operations to
deliver the services desired by the
voters.
On the other hand, Harper seems
to oppose a lottery and apparently
would like to amend the state's income tax laws to conform with the
new federal laws and thereby gain
more than $100 million in additional
revenue each year. He has been
quiet about taxes.
Revenue is just half the picture,
although very important. The
equally important part is the program and services the income will
support. People do expect services

while complaining about taxes.
Both Brown and Collins went into office without having their programs securely nailed down and
without a real working arrangement prepared with the legislators.
Their actions appeared that they
presented a program to the
legislature that had not been
discussed with the individual
legislators or the legislative
leadership.
There's not much time between
the November election when the
governor takes over in early
December to prepare a program to
present to the legislature that
meets the first Monday in January
after the first Tuesday in January.
The two candidates should begin
now to meet with their party
leaderships especially to work out
their programs. It would not be a
bad idea for the Republican candidate to monitor the best he can,
without divulging his plans to the
enemy camp, what the Democrat
leadership in the legislature is planning and will accept. If elected he
would have about 30 days to call
them into his office and discuss a
program and agree on major plans.
If Brown or Collins did this, it remained a secret from the press and
the great majority of legislators.
They seemed to have walked in
cold turkey and neither was very
successful in the first session.
Another important thing. These
candidates should be thinking
about people they will appoint to
important positions. They should
by all means get some experienced people in key positions. By experienced, I mean experienced in
state government.
Above all, don't bring a bunch of
arrogant instant experts that plans
on rebuilding state government the
first six months. Lack of experience slowed Collins in her efforts and arrogance certainly
didn't help Brown.
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By M.C. Garrott

Life is short enough like it is
without rushing our way through it
Why is it we seem always to be
in such a hurry?
We fret and stew because we
have to wait through one change of
the traffic signal. We risk bodily injury to ourselves as well as to
others and extensive damage to our
cars in our rush to get out of the
parking lot after a football or
basketball game.
We race out to the golf course and
hastily tee off ahead of everybody.
We clear our desks well before quitting time and sit, poised like
sprinters at the starting line,
waiting for the prescribed departure time so we can rush homeward
without a second's loss.
We could go on and on, but life's
short enough without racing
through it.
••
This thought came to me while
pushing a tray along a cafeteria
line. That's one of my objections to
cafeterias — they require such hasty decisions.
Right behind me at this time,
though, was a pudgy little woman.
Apparently, she couldn't wait to
plunge into her meat and potatoes.
In her impatience, she kept banging her tray into mine even though
it was right up against the one
ahead. A couple times my arthritic
finger got caught between them,
and that'll take your mind off food!
I had two recourses. The devil in
me kept whispering,"Turn around
and shove her tray halfway back
down the line!" I couldn't have
done that. A lot of innocent people
were back there. Besides, it would
have made an awful mess.
The better side of me simply
said, "Step back and offer to let her
go on ahead if she's all that
hungry." And, this I did. But it
didn't faze her. She held back for
a few feet but soon was banging into my tray — and that arthritic
finger — again. Sometimes I wish
I was a little meaner.
•••
Daughter Kay shared a similar
example of inconsiderate impatience she Witnessed not long ago at
a congested checkout counter in a
Louisville super market.
A young lady was unloading her
cart. Next in line was an older
woman, also with a well loaded
cart.
The older woman kept pushing
her cart into that of the younger
lady, and, apparently, had been aggravating her by doing that consistently as the two waited to be

checked out.
No doubt, they had exchanged
some daggered looks and some
rather sharp words earlier. Finally, the younger lady had enough.
She could restrain herself no
longer.
Pulling her partially-unloaded
cart forward, she stepped around
between it and that of the older
woman. Then angrily grasping the
front of the older woman's cart
with both hands, she gave it a hefty push backwards.
This caught the older lady by surprise. She took the handle of her
cart in the mid-section and stumbled backwards into the line of carts
behind her.
"Now! Now,ladies!" pleaded the
checkout girl. "Let's not have any
trouble!"
For a minute or so, the two stood
there — cart to cart — snarling verbal nasties at each other until a
couple of clerks materialized from
among the displays to separate
them and moved the older lady to
another checkout station.
From a safe distance, daughter
Kay continued to watch the two of
them as they completed their
checkouts, loaded their bags in
carts and headed for their cars.
"We all thought we'd see a real
battle of the carts once they reached the parking lot," she laughed,
"but they left without incident."
Sometimes, I suppose, it takes a
little violent reaction like that to get
the attention of the inconsiderate
and the obnoxious. I'll bet, though,
that the older lady thinks twice
before she goes banging her
grocery cart into any others.
•••
And, have you ever been at a
traffic light and have it turn green
just as you happen to glance away.
Invariably, the driver behind
begins tooting his horn.
This really used to irritate a
friend in St. Louis. When this would
happen to him, he had this little
routine he sometimes would go
through.
He'd turn the key off in his ignition. Then he'd get out, go around
and raise the hood of his car. Then
he'd begin tinkering with the wires
and stuff under there as
something was wrong with his
motor.
To punctuate the situation by
looking back at the others behind
him and with a shrug of his
shoulders he'd raise his hands as if
to say, "Sorry. folks. I don't know

what's wrong." Then he'd tinker
some more.
After the honker and the cars
behind him had angrily fretted
through a couple changes of the
light, he'd slam down the hood. get
back in his car, start his engine and
move on when the light next turned green.
Another good friend — under
similar circumstances — would get
out and go back to the car of the
honker — who probably thought he
was going to get a fist in the face
— and ask the impatient driver,
"Did you want to see me for
something?"
This friend was a big man. He
could get away with a stunt like
that.
I never tried either of those
techniques, althougn I couldn't put
in print what I've often muttered
when some itchy, impatient soul
honked me on my way at a traffic
signal.
• 4,
I was in a six-man ride group for
years when we lived in St. Louis.
We took turns driving the hazardous 50-mile-round-trip along congested. narrow streets, through
dozens of traffic signals and fourway stops. We even went through
alleys and big plants' employee
parking lots at times to by-pass
traffic tie-ups.
I'm lucky to be alive today after
some of these rides with one of
those fellows at the wheel. He was
a pillar in his church, but when he
got behind the wheel for one of
those runs downtown, the horns
popped out of his head. He became
a devil on wheels.
If, in his opinion, someone passed him and cut back in front of him
too quickly, he took that as a personal challenge to do the same lo
the other fellow or drive him up onto the sidewalk trying. The calves
of our legs would literally ache
from applying imaginary brakes
by the time we got to the office.
I had nice, wavey hair when I
joined that ride group, but it wasn't
long before it became straight and
stiff. Come to think of it, all the
fellows had straight hair. After
some of those rides, it would be 10
in the morning before the shakes
would leave us enough to write a
legible hand.
Perhaps five or 10 minutes were
saved in getting to the office.
Perhaps, the time could have been
used to get a little work done, but
if the rest of the fellows were like

.r our
me, they'd be thanking
safe deliverance and praying He
would see us safely home in the
evening.
God answers prayers. I am convinced of that, because I went
through that harrowing experience
almost once a week for nearly 20
years.
•••
Really, we don't save a lot of time
by rushing around, and Richard
Blalock will tell you it's not the best
thing in the world for hypertension,
whether you have it or not.
The next time you feel yourself
beginning to fret and fume in such
a case, remember the old Chinese
Proverb, which goes something
like this:
"If you are patient in one moment of anger, you will escape
hundred days of sorrow

Washington
Today
By Barry
Schweid

Will the USSR
help Kuwait?

WASHINGTON + AP i — C'ongress sniffs a lame duck in the
White House, and Ronald Reagan,
the intended prey, is fighting back
with a familiar weapon: fear of
the Soviet Union.
He's done it efore. Monday
night, in a nationally broadcast
speech, he tried again.
His pitch: If the U.S. Navy cannot protect Western oil in the Persian Gulf from Iranian missiles,
the Soviets will step in.
"And that," Reagan said, "will
jeopardize our own national
security as well as our allies."
The Soviets already had
volunteered to tote oil from
Kuwait before the White House
came up with the idea of putting
the U.S. flag and American captains aboard 11 Kuwaiti tankers —
and having the Navy see them
through the gulf.
Otherwise, hov:evr, the Soviets
are relatively quiet. They have no
friends or allies in the area At
least, none is inviting Moscow to
play the kind of role Reagan suggested was likely if -we would abdicate our role as a naval power."
Despite hoarseness in his voice,
and a reading style that lacked the
usual oomph, Reagan's line was
tough, but not toward Congress.
where Senate Majority Leader
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia
had urged him on Monday to be
cooperative, not confrontational.
Reagan showed his old familiar
tough side to Moscow. and
ironically, while also telling the
nation he would go ahead with his
first treaty with .the Soviets to
reduce medium-range nuclear
weapons.
"In a word," he said, "if we
don't do the job, the Soviets will."
The rhetoric was true to the
Reagan tradition of blending
patriotism with fear of the
Russians.
But the concern of his critics in
Congress and elsewhere is not
over Soviet intentions. It is that
Reagan's moves could snag the
United States in the Iran-Iraq war
The administration's plan for
ending the Iran-Iraq war depends
on cooperation with Moscow. The
cease-fire the United States hopes
to steer through the U.N. Security
Council could be vetoed and killed
"14IS WAS THE IDEAL. SPOT FOR. AN ECONOMIC sum/Air.. EVERYfi:411.16 SLOWLY SiNKIN6 it41-01-HE SEA" by the Soviets.
Early next month, Assistant
Secretary of State Richard W.
Murphy will meet with Vladimir
Polyakov, a senior Soviet
diplomat, to urge the Soviets to
support the resolution in the in- Ten years ago
ago
Forty
years
University.
Community Theatre will preThe Murray Ledger & Times to- terest of free shipping. Moreover.
"Drive west on Chestnut and
,
sent "Curse You, Jack Dalton!
began publication as a daily Murphy will ask Polyakov to back
day
view the skyline of Murray State.
on June 18, 17 and 18 at Old L.&N. It is impressive," from column, newspaper, Monday through Fri- a second resolution to organize an
Railroad Depot on Railroad "Seen & Heard Around Murray" day, with James C. Williams as arms embargo against Iran if it
Avenue, Murray. Richard Valen- by J,ames C. Williams.
general manager and W.P. refuses to go along with the cease- •
tine is director.
Williams as publisher. The cost fire.
Since Soviet allies, principally .
Hal Barrow, president, and Paul
Thirty years ago
will be 20 cents per week for daily
Bulgaria and North Korea. proMyhW, secretary, for the Murray
The Murray Ledger & Times delivery in the city.
Bass Club are pictured presenting observed its 10th anniversary as a
Thirty-nine Girl Scouts received vide about one-third of Iran's
a check for $500 to Joe Sills, direc- daily newspaper today. Members recognition for badge work, weapons, it is not clear Moscow is
tor of Murray High School Band, of the staff are pictured including
perfect attendance for past year, all that interested in stopping the
to use toward the band's trip to W.P. Williams, president, and
promotion and special work in war.
Reagan, who is convinced stanOrange Bowl at Miami, Fla.
James C. Williams, publisher.
final program of Day Camp held
ding up to the Russians produced Twenty years ago
Miss Ronne Dowdy, daughter at Murray City Park.
Kentucky Governor Edward T. of Wallace Dowdy, and Holmes
Dr. and Mrs. John B. Hutson of the arms control deal now within •
Breathill has named E.G. Adams Ellis Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Washington, D.C., have been the reach, apparently feels accusing of Hopktruiville as a member of Holmes Ellis Sr., were married
guest of Mr. and Mrs. N.P. the Soviets of dark motives in the
gulf isn't such a bad idea either.
Board of Regents at Murray State June 9 at First Baptist Church.
Hutson.

Looking Back
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_MURRAY TODAY
-Coming community events are announcedTuesday.June
Vacation Bible School will be at
6:30 p.m. at Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church.
————
Vacation Bible School will be at
7 p.m. at Hickory Grove Church of
Christ.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
——— —
Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
at Calloway Public Library.
————
Time management seminar by
Kentucky Real Estate Center at
UK will be from 6 to 9 p.m. in
Special Education Building
Auditorium, Murray State
University.
————
Final plans for New Corcord
reunion on July 3 will be made at

Cold Cucumber Soup
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I
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We're Glad
You Asked

Tuesday, June 16

Tuesday,June 16

meeting at 7 pin. at Western
Sizzlin Restaurant.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Murray State University Summer Community Band will present
a free concert at 7 p.m. in front of
Lovett Auditorium. Each should
bring a lawn chair. In case of rain
will be in Lovett Auditorium
————
Summer Orientation for new
freshmen and tranfer students will
be at Murray State University.
For information call
1-800-592-3977. in-state, or 762-3741,
out-of-state.
————
Puppeteers of Memorial Baptist
Church will present a program at
7:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Resort
Park.
———
Western Kentucky Youth Series
will be at 7:30 p.m. at Seventh and
College Church of Christ,
Mayfield.
————
The Golden Circle Class of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will meet at
7 p m in home of Jane Ross
————
Retirees of Local 1068 UAWAFL-CIO and other locals, along
with spouses, will have a potluck
supper at 5:30 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall of First Christian Church.

at Calloway County Health Center.
————
Murray Optimist Club is
scheduled to meet at 8:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family Restaurant.
————
Summer orientation session for
parents of prospective Murray
State University students by
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce will be at 8 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Park
For information call 753-5171.
— --Wednesday,June 11
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf at 9
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at noon.
————
Lathes' day golf will be played
at 9 a.m. at Murray Country Club.
————
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital Auxiliary will meet at
9:30 a.m. in third floor classroom
of the hospital.
————
New Concord Church of Christ
will have Vacation Bible School at
9 a.m.
————
Grace Baptist Church will have
Vacation Bible School at 9 a.m.
————
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 6:30 p.m.
————
Hickory Grove Church of Christ
will have Vacation Bible School at
7 p.m.

Murray TOPS ( take off pounds
sensibly( Club will meet at 7 p.m.
AIN MATINEES
Cheri-Daily
Cine-Sat. 8. Sun.

BAR

How Do I Give Comfort
To The Terminally III?
It is umially best to maintain the
same closeness you have shared in
the past. Your contacts with the
person should be of the same type
as they were in the past — a phone
call, short visit over coffee, a per.
sonal note — whichever was your
manner of contact before you
heard of the illness
If making a personal call seems
too difficult, perhaps a short note
indicating "Word has come to me
that you are W Please be comforted that you are in my thoughts
and prayers
Silence can often be interpreted
to mean indifference to one who is
ill A simple note of concern and
love makes an opening for a personal call at a time convenient to
the sick person That personal visit
will surely prove a comfort to both
parties'
And finally, that personal visit
should be made Just as you ordinarily might make Don't
change your personality or
behavior — rather "Be yourself"
Bring news or items of interest into the conversation, all in a way to
show you care
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Three local persons — Christy
Beane, April Haneline and Kristan
Hornback — went through
astronaut training activities
recently, leading to a simulated
mission in space at U.S. Space
Camp in Huntsville, Ala.
The simulated mission used a
realistic Space Shuttle orbiter
mockup and a sophisticated Mission Control mockup in Space
Camp's new, 64.4 million Training
Center, which was inspired by
NASA's astronaut training
facilities.
During the mission, trainees
performed experiments similar to
those done by astronauts and
scientists in space. They also used
a space walk simulator in the shuttly payload bay for another "in
space" activity
The simulated mission climaxed
a week of scientific learning and
adventure for the trainees. They
tried on space suits, learned principles of rockertry and studied the
history of the manned space flight
program.
The activities were part of
Space Camp, which is for
youngsters, 11 to 13. Conducted
simultaneously is the U.S. Space
Academy Level I program for
young people, 14 to 16. A new
Space Academy Level II, for
young adults, 17 to 19, opens in
August.
Each trainee worked with the
Space Camp computer system,
built and launched a solid-fueled
model rocket; ate freeze-dried
"astronaut food:" and used a
moon walk training simulator.
Many of the activities were at
The Space and Rocket Center,
which operates Space Camp and is
the visitor's center for NASA's

go

FRIDAY NIGHT SEAFOOD BUFFET
All You Can Eat, Including Frog Legs, Crab
Legs, Scallops, Boiled Shrimp And More
Only

$1295

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Prime Rib With Salad Bar
Only $ 1095

The Dakota
1510 Chostnut

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry West of Rt.
1, Hardin, will be honored with a
reception in celebration of their
25th wedding anniversary on Sunday. June 21.
The event, hosted by family and
friends, will be held in the
Fellowship Building of Union Hill
Church of Christ.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend between the hours
of 2 to 4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. West were married June 9, 1962, in Calloway
County. Their attendants were
Max and Martha Lou Lawrence
and Joe West.
Mrs. West, the former Kaye
Grogan, is the daughter of John
and Margarett Grogan of Rt. 1,
Hardin. Mr. West is the son of
James and Juanita West of Rt. 8,
Benton.
They are the parents of three
children — Jeff West and his wife,
Paula. Rt. 1, Hardin, Brien West
and JoBeth West of Hardin.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry- West
Jane Seymour, the third wife of
England's King Henry VIII, died
Oct. 24, 1537, 12 days after giving
birth to Prince Edward,later King
Edward VI.

Marshall Space Flight Center. At
the museum, trainees experienced
simulated space flights, including
triple gravity forces similar to
those felt by Space Shuttle
astronauts during launch.
Trainees also watched space.
oriented films in the ?Spacedome
Theater, which features a state-ofthe-art motion picture system that
gives the audience the sensation of
being suspended in space. The
trainees saw "Hail Columbia" and
"The Dream is Alive" which
feature film footage shot by
astronauts aboard several Space
Shuttle missions.
During the five-day program,
the local trainee was assigned a
prticular role in either the orbiter
or Mission Control. The outcome
of the mission depended on how
well each team member\ learned
his responsibilities.
The countdown, launch, flight
and landing were mcnitored by
Mission Control on a multi-screen
system. Once in "orbit," the flight
crew conducted experiments, performed a simulated space walk
and solved problems using information learned during the training
program.
Space Camp sessions began
March 8 and continue through
Sept. 4 with sessions beginning
each Sunday. Starting June 5, additional camp sessions are being
offered from Friday through Tuesday of each week.
The week-long Space Camp program costs $525 with a 3100 discount for youngsters who attend in
March, April and May, according
to Phil Gentry of the U.S. Space
Camp at Huntsville. For information call 1-205-837-3400.

DATEBOOK
W'estern Chapter will ineet
Western Chapter of Kentucky Water and Wastewater Operators
Association will have its quarterly meeting on Thursday. June 18. at 6:30
p.m. at Shady rest Restaurant in Owensboro. The technical session on
the new SDWA Amendments will be given by Scott Simms of McCoy &
McCoy Environmental Services, Inc. One hour of C.E.U.credit will be
given for attendance. For more information and reservations call
Paducah Water Works, 1-444-0522.

Second senior tour planned
A second tour to Memphis. Tenn., for senior citizens and friends has
been scheduled tor Tuesday. July 14, by Toopie Thomas Moore, tour
director. The group will see Ramesses The Great Exhibition, largest
most extraordinary collection of Egyptian national treasures to ever
visit the United States. The exhibition contains more than 70 priceless
artifacts from the Egyptian museums in Cairo, Egypt. Also included
will be a tour of Beale Street. Reservations are made four weeks prior to
requested tour date. The first tour will be on Thursday. July 9, but it is
filled. For more information and reservations for July 14 call 753-8274 or
753-0929.

Tennis play On Thursday
Thursday Group of Ladies' Tennis of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, June 18, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Brenda Marquardt, Shirley Homra. Nancy Whitmer and
Bobbie Weatherly; Court Two — Lois Keller, Sharon Wells, Wilda Purdom and Donna Keller; Court Three — Cyndi Cohoon, Sharon Brown,
Andrea Hogancamp and Marilyn Adkins.

Camping Club plans

Canlp0LIt

Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have its monthly campout on June
19, 20 and 21 at Kenlake State Park, Aurora. The group will eat at Sue
and Charlie's Restaurant on Saturday evening. Larue and Hugh Wallace
will be wagonmasters.

Cpl. ,Sperrv now at Fort Ord
Cpl. Charles A. Sperry has completed a U.S. Army primary leadership course. He received training in supervisory skills, leadership principles and small unit training techniques essential to a first-line supervisor in a technical or administrative environment. He is an indirect-fire
infantryman with the 21st Infantry at Fort Ord, Calif. He is a 1984
graduate of Lincolnview High School, Van Wert, Ohio. Sperry is the son
of James F. Sperry of Fit. 2, Van Wert, and Pat Felger of Murray.

Smith graduates from course
2nd Lt. Todd L. Smith, son of Jerry J. and Della J. Smith of Rt. 1,
Mayfield, has graduated from the officer rotary wing aviator course and
received the silver wings of an Army aviator at the U.S. Army Aviation
School, Fort Rucker, Ala. He received instruction in helicopter flying
techniques, including tactical instrument flying maintenance, navigation and radio procedures. He is a 1986 graduate of Murray State University. His wife, Kathy, is the daughter of Marvin and 011ie Lee of
Mayfield.

Billy Wayne Coker born

753-5366

Don't Miss Our
Friday & Saturday Night Specials

Anniversary reception on Sunday

Beane, Haneline, Horn back
participate in space events

The Insurance Center of Murray gh
901 Sycamore St. •

Mal-ray Ledger & Times

Vacation Bible School
First Baptist Church
203 South 4th Street
June 22-26
9:00-12:00 a.m. — Age 3 through Grade 8
6:30-9:00 p.m. — Grades 9-12
For Transportation Call 753-1854

Mr. and Mrs. David W. Coker, 100 Williams Ave., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Billy Wayne, weighing nine pounds seven ounces,
measuring 22% inches, born on Thursday. May 28, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have one daughter, Jada Marlene, 14. The
mother is the former Patty Thweatt. Grandparents are Ms. Betty
Thweatt of Benton, the late Bill L. Coker of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Thweatt of Murray.

Jeffrey Deboer named to list

Summer Sale
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Jeffrey Allen Deboer of 1549 Oxford Dr., Murray, has been named to
the Dean's List for the spring semester at Memphis State University,
Memphis, Tenn. Students on the list met one of the following criteria for
the semester: Completion of six to eight graded hours with a semester
grade point average of 4.00: completion of nine to 11 graded hours with a
minimum GPA of 3.66; or completion of 12 or more graded hours with a
semester grade point average of 3.5 or above.

7= P.n.,

'Gift Baskets
For Special Occasions
•Finest Nuts
*Sugar & Salt
'Candies
Free Candy
•Collectable Tins

Southold" Shopping Center
Mow• KY I1021 76*-1733

Community...
Wednesday,June 17
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
"Summer Showcase" will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
Stables of Curris Center, Murray
State University. Admission will
be $3 for adults,$2 for children 8 to
12 and under five free.
————
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at HWman Ferry Campground,
LBL, from 9 to 11 a.m. and 1 to 3
p.m.
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
————
Summer Orientation for new
freshmen and transfer students
will be at Murray State University . For information call

(Coardtivaipagedi
Wednesday,June 17
1.800-512-38fl, in-state, or 782-3741,
out-of-state.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Events at firstUnited
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m., Finance Committee at 8:30
p.m. and Administrative Board at
7 p.m.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Bible Study,
RAs,GAs and Mission Friends at 7
p.m.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Children's Day
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Skywalk at 10 a.m
and 2 p.m. and Magic of the Night
at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.

Thursday,June 18
Wadeiboro Homemakers Club
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade for lunch and meeting at
1 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. at
lodge hall.
————
Hickory Grove Church of Christ
will have Vacation Bible School at
7 p.m.
————
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 6:30 p.m.
————
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Thursday,Julie 11
Thursday,June 18
Thursday,June 18
Grace Baptist Church will have
Men's Stag Night with Joe Pat classroom of Educational
Vacation Bible School at 9 a.m.
Barnett, Bob Barnett, Al Pranger Building, First United Methodist
and Danny Woods in charge will Church. For information call MarNew Concord Church of Christ be at Oaks Country Club.
tha at 759-4940 or Glen at 435-4143.
will have Vacation Bible School at
————
9 a.m.
Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m. at
Regional public hearing to
————
Murray Country Club.
discuss how Kentucky laws might
West Kentucky Allied Services,
————
be amended to provide for more
Inc., Board of Directors will meet
Men's Stag Night with Clyde effective drug crime law enforceat 4:30 p.m. at Central Office, 400 Adkins, Tim Miller, Chad Stewart
ment will be at 7:30 p.m. in
North Fifth St., Mayfield.
and Joe Rexroat in charge will be Barkley Room, Curris Center,
————
at Murray Country Club.
Murray State University.
Better Breathers Club will meet
————
————
at 7 p.m. at Western Baptist
National Boy Scout Museum will
Health Express of MurrayHospital, Paducah.
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Calloway County Hospital will be
————
————
at Senior Citizen Center at
Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m. at
Murray Single Connection will Hickman from 9 to 11:30 a.m
Oaks Country Club.
meet at 7:30 p.m. in third flood
————

•-.._........
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*Quilts
*Furniture
*Country Lace Curtains
*Wreaths
*Corn-Husk Dolls *Wall Plaques
*Handmade Dolls'Lots More
Supplies to make your own

;
GIFT BASKETS — Made to your
choosing from a vast selection of
gourmet cheeses & delicacies &
wines & liquors.

Insulated WINE or UQUOR CARRIER
r0 r1),
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PPQ $40 SPECIAL PRICED
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$2995

MONEY TO BURN

Fire starter for
fireplaces,
barbecues, camping

Hannan Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd. Hwy. 45 Paducah

442-0011

Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Mon. thru Sot. im:7.E1
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Deaver's attorneys to ask Supreme Court to review trial decision
WASHINGTON (AP) - Attorneys for lobbyist Michael K.
Deaver say they will ask the
Supreme Court to review an appellate court's refusal to stop the
former presidential aide's perjury
trial.
The court will be asked to
review Monday's ruling by the
U.S. Court of Appeals here

dismissing Deaver's appeal of a
pre-trial ruling by U.S. District
Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson,
said attorney Randall J.'hark.
"I guess I don't want to comment on the ruling," said Turk in
announcing that the further appeal is planned.
Deaver, who resigned as deputy
White House chief of staff in May

1985, is charged with lying to a
congressional subcommittee and
a grand jury that investigated his
lobbying business for possible
ethical conflicts.
Deaver had appealed Jackson's
denial of his motion to dismiss the
Indictment on the ground that independent counsel Whitney North
Seymour Jr. has no prosecutorial

authority because he was appointed under an unconstitutional
statute.
The appeals court ruled that
Jackson's pre-trial finding "is not
a final order, and therefore is
=appealable,"
Deaver had contended that the
seriousness of his constitutional
challenge to the Ethics in Govern-

Wilkinson received help from think tank
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) When Democratic gubernatorial
nominee Wallace Wilkinson needed some answers, he called upon
State Research Associates.
The Lexington-based think tank
earned a reputation for helping
pass education improvement
legislation and more recently
began working in political
campaigns.
"If they are helping him, he's
getting excellent advice. I can

guarantee you this - that group is
as good as any group I've seen in
their understanding of the issues,"
said Gov. William Winter of
Mssippi, where State Research
Associates played a key role in the
passage of a education package in
1982.
The firm regularly can call on
about 20 experts to provide insight
on how state government should
address various issues.
H. Milton Patton and Jack

U.S. may pull bases out of Manila
MANILA, Philippines (AP ) Secretary of State George P.
Shultz told legislators today that
the United States will close its
military bases in the Philippines if

For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.
411:
W'
1

Jane Rogers

201 S. ilth Sr.
ill:53-9627

the country demands rent, two
legislators said.
Senator-elect Ramon /Ansa told
reporters Shultz made the statement in a meeting with newly
elected congressional
representatives.
The session was dominated by
the question of whether the $900
million the Reagan administration
has pledged to pay the Philippines
over a 5-year period ending in 1889
Is rent or aid, he said.
The Philippine government says
it is rent but Washington says it is
aid.
The United States operates
Clark Air Base and Subic Bay
Naval Base under a 1947 agreement that expires in 1991. President Corazon Aquino has said she
will respect the agreement until
1991 but is keeping her options
open about what to do after that.

LOST
at City Park

40 01

I Health
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Little Black
Labrador puppy

42.11
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"Kelly"
Like a good
neognoor
state Farm is there

If you have any
information please contact

435.4258 or 762.5100
NO QUESTIONS ASKED

Foster, two former staffers at the
Council of State Government,
founded the firm eight years ago
to advise state government policy
makers. It provided Wilkinson
with research and advice on a
laundry list of topics ranging from
education to economic development to conservation.
Wilkinson spokesman Doug
Alexander said the firm will continue to provide information and
help develop the ideas the candidate wants to present.
"I can't imagine any place with
the depth of knowledge they have
have," he said. "It's hard to put a
value on what they did."
"We give serious answers,"
Patton said. -No one has really
done that in the past."
No one in Kentucky had ever

employed State Research until
Wilkinson, Patton said. The candidate had some informal contact
with the firm some time ago but
did not draw it into the campaign
until about March 1.
"We would give him our best
shot. We would spend on a weekly
basis five-to-six hours with him in
preparation," he said. During the
course of these uninterrupted
periods, we would integrate and he
would pay attention to the details.
It's truly his program and I think
it's at the cutting edge of any
governor's program."
State Research, however, had
no involvement in what developed
Into the biggest issue of the Wilkinson campaign - support for a
state lottery to provide additional
revenue and avoid a tax increase.

Lawyers enraged by judge's
actions in New York trial
NEW YORK 1AP ) - The judge
in the trial of Bernhard Goetz has
given the jury different versions of
his instructions on three key
points. enraging lawyers on both
sides.
The changes made by Acting
Justice Stephen Crane concern
testimony of a neurologist,
Crane's instructions on excessive
force, and his instructions on inferences from bullet holes in a
jacket worn by one of the young
men Goetz shot on a subway train
Dec 22. 1984

Goetz, a 39-year-old electronics
technician, is charged with attempted murder, assault, reckless
endangerment and weapons violations in the shootings of Darrell
Cabey, Troy Canty, Barry Allen
and James Ramseur, all 19 at the
time.
Goetz says he shot them because
he thought they were going to beat
and rob him after Canty asked for
$5.
The jurors ended a third day of
deliberations Monday without a
verdict.

ANGOLA, La. AP - A double
murderer was put to death in the
electric chair early today after
giving the thumbs-up sign, declaring his innocence and saying he
forgives those who were making
him the fourth man executed here
in 10 days.
"I am an innocent man," Jimmy Wingo said after four guards
led him into the death chamber at

the state penitentiary. "You are
murdering me this day. I do still
love you all in Christ. God bless
you all."
Wingo, 35, was the llth person
put to death in Louisiana since it
resumed executions in 1983, and
the nation's 11th this year.
Another execution Is scheduled
here for tonight.

Barbie\ ease presented in one day
LYON, France AP - Klaus
Barbie's lawyer lashed out at the
media and what he called French
hypocrisy as he called only six
witnesses and took only one day to
make his case for the former Nazi
Gestapo chief of Lyon.
By contrast, it took five weeks to
present about 90 witnesses for the
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Kentucky News In Brief
MIDDLESBORO,Ky.(AP - Heavier than normal populations of the
yellow poplar weevil in the Cumberland Mountains are turning the
leaves brown on the poplar trees that comprise a large part of the Appalachian forests.
Although the weevils damage the leaves, "they are not killing the
trees," said Mike Heiskell, agricultural extension agent in Claiborne
County, Tenn. "It could possibly slow their growth down a little this
year. A heavy population next year and a heavy population the next year
could cause some some terminal damage, could kill some trees."
Jim Winters, chief ranger in the Bell County office of the Kentucky
Division of Forestry, said the insects seem to have hit the poplar groves
heaviest in the Cumberland Mountains, from Corbin, Ky., to Knoxville,
Tenn.
"With something that widespread, there is nothing you can do, except
let their natural predators take care of them," Winters said.
Heiskel said the weevil, which feeds annually on poplar tree leaves in
late May and early June, have for the most part completed their life cycle. They should disappear in July.
---FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP - Self-styled consumer activist Don Wiggins said he has asked to withdraw ms petition that the General
Assembly impeach Gov. Martha Layne Collins and five other state
officials.
Wiggins and a few other members of his Concerned Citizens and
Businessmen of Central Kentucky group filed the petition in August
1986. The petition claimed the incentive package offered to Toyota
Motor Corp. was unconstitutional.
Wiggins said Monday the ruling by the Kentucky Supreme Court
upholding the incentive law made the petition "a moot point."
The petition also urged the impeachment of Commerce Secretary Carroll Knicely, former state Sen. Joe Prather of Vine Grove, House
Speaker Don Blandford of Philpot, Sen. Mike Moloney of Lexington and
Rep. Joe Clarke of Danville.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
POR WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17, 1987
SCORPIO
ARIES
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
(Mar.2I to Apr. 19)
Money might be a concern, but you
Instead of dwelling on a problem,
think it through and then take still can have good times in the
appropriate action. You'll make deci- company of friends. Opt for inexpensions now about domestic interests sive outings. Push creative interests
now.
and travel.
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Pit (Nov.'22 to Dec. 21)
fie
Caution and self-doubt can hold
You get the green light to express
your ideas and participate in group you back. Once you get started on a
activities. Friends, however, aren't project, it will prove easier than you
had anticipated. Progress comes now.
amenable to financial requests.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(May 21 to June 20)
Don't hold things in or you'll find
Count on your own initiative and
selling abilities to get ahead in your yourself inhibited. Once you talk
career today. You can't depend on about problems, they really will seem
others' cooperation, but solo efforts less difficult. Share your thoughts.
AQUARIUS
will succeed.
(Jan. 20 to Feb.18)
CANCER
It's not a good time to ask for
(June 21 to July 22)
PjlE
Keep your aspirations high and money, but it's a great time to make
don't sell yourself short. Meetings it. Apply yourself to the job now and
with agents are favored. Plans for you'll find that you have more than
summer begin to jell. Publicity efforts one iron in the fire.
PISCES
are favored.
mune
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Amble
LEO
There are some things beyond your
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Private talks bode well for business control. You may just have to wait
success. Further research should be about a career concern. Things we
done now about an investment mat- really moving for you, though, in
ter. Social life is not especially pleasure areas. Have fun!
favored now.
VIRGO
IF BORN TODAY, you are drawn to
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
creative and mental pursuits and
A home concern could weigh on have the ability to commercialize
couples. You'd both profit from some these talents. You're somewhat restsocializing now. Accept invitations less and may experiment before
from friends. Get out and circulate.
settling on a career. Energies can be
LIBRA
wasted on having a good time if
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
you're not careful. You're good at
Though one career matter is on managing others' financial interests,
hold, there should be nothing stop- though you're not always wise in the
ping you from progress in other work handling of your own funds. Teachendeavors. Keep busy, keep pushing, ing, law, acting and writing are fields
keep motivated.
which promise you happiness.
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prosecution and civil parties to the
case.
A technical legal matter was being argued in court today, and
lawyers for civil parties will begin
closing arguments Wednesday.
Final remarks by the prosecution
and defense will follow and a verdict is expected early next month.
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it can ensure the confidentiality of
its legislative materials by having
these charges dismissed," the
defense brief said.
The House panel is opposing the
subpoena for documents, citing
congressional immunity.
Deaver's attorneys also accused
the committee of calling their
client to catch him in a lie about
matters about which it had
already gathered information.
The defense brief also cited
Deaver's belief that Rep. John
Dingell, D-Mich, the panel's chairman, may have launched the investigation to discredit efforts to
curb acid rain.
Among the charges against
Deaver is the allegation he lied
about the degree of his involvement in the acid rain Issue.
mei

Wingo put to death in electric chair
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ment Act entitled him to an exception to the rule against appeals of
pre-trial rulings.
But a three-judge panel of the
court said "we find no reason to
make an exception in this cue."
The appeal could further delay a
trial, which was originally
scheduled to begin June 8.
In court papers filed Monday,
defense attorneys chided the
House Energy and Commerce investigations subcommittee for opposing their subpoena for
documents from its investigation,
which resulted in a referral of perjury allegations to Seymour.
"The subcommittee can't have
it both ways, it can either press
these charges against Deaver and
grant him access to the materials
necessary to mount his defense, or

Corn
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4 lb. box $

96 Pc

Corn On The Cob
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$ 1095
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Wieners

lb $ 1
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100% Quartet Pounders

Ground Beef $ 1 946
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GIBSON HAM CO.
— Wholesale & Retail Meat

We Accept
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Phone 753-1601
Stamps
Food
7
St.
a.m.-12
p.m.
Sat.
107 N. 3rd
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
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Wednesday
is...
DOUBLE DAY
Second Set of Prints

FREE!
Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE with this coupon

Charlie's Safe-T
DiscountPharmacy
753-4175
.
1 —Glendale at Whitnell
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AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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Brangham likes to face a challenge
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THIS CONTEMPORARY HOUSE FEATURES a private first
floor master suite, along with the normal first floor rooms. There
are three more bedrooms on the second floor. Plan HA1419A has
1,294 square feet on the first floor and 730 on the second. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope
— to architect Jerold L. Axelrod, 2500 New York Ave., Melville,
NY 11747.

BY BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsteatures
Most people want to move into a
house that is in apple pie order.
Suzanne Brangham, on the other
hand, enjoys the challenge of a
wreck. She has proven it by moving into 26 of the 71 homes she has
renovated for profit since 1972.
Though the career of house
renovation and resale is far from
new, this divorced mother of one
appears to have honed it to high
art. In the process, she claims to
have turned an original investment of $9,600 into more than $1
million worth of property and
other assets.
But instead of taking a wellearned rest, the Binghamton, N.Y.,
native who now calls San Francisco home, has written a book
about her methods. She continues
to renovate at least one house a
year, far below the rate that used
to be typical for her each year.
Not surprisingly in one whose
bright idea has proven successful,
Brangham says that others can do
It, too, and her book offers a map
for succeess. In Brangham's opinion, the career she calls
"housewrecking" is particularly
appropriate for women who don't
like their current home and have
time to seek out a wreck they can
fix up for resale or personal use.
She said such a career is most
appropriate for people desiring a

better home than they can afford
presently, individuals who want to
make a career of renovating
houses and those seeking property
to invest in as a sideline.
It is not necessarily appropriate
for those who are happy in the
home and career they already
have.
The advice offered in
''Housewise: The Smart Woman's
Guide to Buying and Renovating
Real Estate for Profit" (Clarkson
N. Potter) makes it sound easy,
but the self•taught interior
designer admits there are some
pitfalls along the way. She cautions readers to select properties
carefully, making sure to obtain
qualified guidance on the salability of the residence in terms of
neighborhood, physical condition
and financial factors at play in the
community.
"I always hired a designer and
an architect when I was puzzled,
paying them by the hour at $50 to
$100," Brangham says. She asked
these professionals to look at the
place and tell her what they would
do if it were their own. Then she
did her own legwork to bring thir
ideas to fruition.

alongside the carpenters,
plumbers and electricians to
renovate the houses.
These ploys and her pursuit of
quality workmanship, lots of light
and arrangements that were likely
to appeal to a wide range of people
have resulted in sales of properties at their full asking price as a
rule after being listed by real
estate brokers for less than a
month.
Since experience usually is the
best teacher, Brangham was
t
ask ed to share some of the inf
ation she had garnered from t
40
homes she has renovated. "I can
usually tell in a half hour what to
do and what not to do," she says.
Recently, for example. she
visited a house outside Boston.
The house cost $170,000, had a
bathroom on the first floor but no
bathrooms on the second floor,
where there were three bedrooms,
Keepsafer

one with no closet. An undesirable
feature of the main floor was a
warren of small rooms, including
a tiny kitchen.
The ground floor'S tiny rooms
would be opened by tearing down
walls. In place of the small rooms
there would be an enlarged kitchen and a large open living area.
The existing old fashioned walk-in
pantry would be kept and some of
the old kitchen cabinets would remain with their doors removed for
open storage.
Brangham points out that this
house's dilapidated condition apd
old fashioned layout were not so
much of a drawback as might be
imagined. "I look for the potential
in totally derelict buildings. When
they are in terrible condition, I
don't feel guilty about ripping
everything out. I prefer to do lots
of renovation to get exactly the
quality and layout I want."
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Plus home security system

'7-14

Q. — We want to remodel our
kitchen. We both are fairly handy.
Do you think it is something we
can do ourselves?
A. — This question, asked fre-

Follow The Leader

MREYNOLDS
ALUMINUM

CALL

SER ALL

Residential/Commerical

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Licensed • Bonded • Insured
FREE TERMITE INSPECTIONS—
COMPLETE PEST CONTROL PROGRAM
FHA-VA-APPROVED
Moisture Barriers — Temp Vents

753-6433

'Vinyl and Aluminum Siding 'Shutters
*Columns
"Replacement Windows
'Storm Windows and Doors
'Canopies and Awnings

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.

Day or Night
Over 20 Years Experionc•
Hwy. 641 North, Murray (The Village), Paducah, Ky. 442-1695

1. At front door, alarm sounds when sensors are triggered
2. Windows or sliding glass doors can be protected with sensors or an
optional glass break detector
3. Bedside medical emergency alarm (optional] can be activated manually
to sound emergency siren
4. Control console is a compact unit about the size of a small portable
typewriter; it can be placed anywhere in the house
5. Area detector topbonall detects movement through protected area
6. Remote control turns off and resets system anywhere within range of
the master control unit
Chicago Tribune Graphic; Source: Schiage Lock Co.

I am interested in a FREE ESTIMATE.
Siding Fencing Windows Solar Screens
Down Spouts & Gutters Shutters
Name
Address

Phone

Just drop in the mailbox or come by and see us
Call Us
Today.

JERRY A TKJNS & ASSOCIA TES
121 By-Pass, Murray

753-8407
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Cash

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Visa-MC-Oiscover

Open: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat 8-12
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MAKE YOUR
WHOLE HOUSE
SMILE
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WATERPROOF
MASONRY PAINT

WATERPROOF

MASONRY
PAINT
•WATERPROOFS INSIDE OLITSIUk
ABOVE AND BELOW GRADE
•5 LBS COVERS UP TO 125 SO F T
Most Coverage Per Pound '
•READY TO MIX JUST ADD WATE P
EASY TO APPLY

5 lb bag
25 lb bag

Easy to use. Goes further with half the paint.
You'll smile. Your
pocketbook will. smile.
For happy painting.

$460

15"

PINED

DON'T SET-TLE FOR A MERE
REPLACEN1ENT WINDOW
Get a better window Famous
Andersen' Perma-Shield"
windows. With double-pane
insulating glass, or optional
triple-glazing. Insulating wood
core. Low-upkeep vinyl
exteriors. Easily
installed. Free
estimates
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802 Chestnut St., Murray
Business: (502) 753-8181
Home: (502) 753-0834
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"I also read every magazine I
could find and I copied a lot," she
adds. She found a contractor and
workers she liked and then stuck
with them, usually working

may not bond properly. An oilquently, cannot be answered by
By ANDY IANG
based primer should be applied
anybody who does not know your
AP Newsfeatures
before the latex. In most cases the
capabilities. But there is an added
Planning to paint the outside of surface should be dry, but that's
obstacle to replying to your quesyour house? Remember the not necessary if a latex paint
tion in this case. What do you
mean by "remodel?" It can mean truism that no paint is better than designed for damp surfaces is
surface underneath it. If the used.
putting up a few extra cabinets or the
Blistered, peeled or alligatored
perhaps merely refinishing them. surface isn't properly prepared, it
It can mean an entire paint job or makes very little difference how surfaces must be scraped and
sanded before repainting the outknocking down a wall or two. It skillful the painter is.
Surface preparation is the name side of a house. Professionals may
can mean completely redesigning
use a torch or strong chemical, but
the facilities you have or adding of the game. Neglect it and you
are half way to poor results. The extreme care should be taken.
some new ones. In short, it can
Moisture is but one reason why
mean a weekend or two of work or trouble usually shows up in the
six months to a year of it. Yog form of blistering, peeling, exterior house paint can be prosurely know what skills you have alligatoring, checking or flaking. blematic. Applying a second coat
before the first dries and using
Do not be afraid to try something — sometimes all of them.
While paint failures generally non-compatible primers and top
you haven't done before, but ..be
are attributed to poor paint or the coats are two others. Ir different
careful you don't enter into areas
failure
of the painter to handle the
brand primers and paints are usabout which you have neither the
brush or roller properly, both of ed, read the labels carefully and
knowledge nor the ability. For insometimes occur, water or get the dealer's advice.
stance, remodeling a kitchen often which
usually is the major
moisture
The two aforementioned proincludes a lot of electrical and
culprit.
blems create what is called checkplumbing work,some of which you
If water gets behind the paint —
ing or alligatoring, sonamed
may not be permitted to do even if
whether
because of faulty gutters, because the surface resembles the
you know how. If you know
openings in the roof or walls, or skin of an alligator. Checking is a
somebody who has tackled such a
milder form of alligatoring.
job, or even someone who has had through interior passageways — it
lifts the exterior coat. For inIf exterior wooden shakes or
it done professionally, talk it over
In detail and find out what's stance, excess moisture in the shingles are stained once, conhouse that can't escape can seep tinue to stain them. If you want to
involved.
through the interior walls to the change to paint, a priming is
Q. — I'm thinking about putting outside. That's why peeling
essential. Be sure of what you
curved clay tiles on the roof when sometimes occurs on the outside
want because removing paint
it comes time to reroof. There are wall of a house adjacent to the kitwooden shingles on the roof now. chen or another room from which from shingles and shakes is a
messy procedure.
Will a regular roof be able to hold moisture is generated.
Surface preparations for painthe weight of the tiles, which I find
A vapor barrier is needed to stop ting include caulking gaps where
are very heavy?
the moisture from getting outside. rain can enter, preceded by a
A. — Only a roofer who makes a This barrier can be placed inside
personal inspection can tell you the outer wall. Some interior wall thorough check of areas around
doors and windows, utility outlets
that, but consider this: When a paints are formulated to act as
a
house is built on which there will barrier. Vents in the outside wall and exhaust pipes. Also make sure
to remove mildew, dull glossy
be curved clay tiles, such as in can prevent
the trouble, or a kitSpanish-style architecture, the chen exhaust fan that draws out spots and steel-wool loose rust
before painting.
roof is built extra strong to hold moisture.
Getting your house ready to
them. Therefore, most houses,
When latex paint is applied over paint usually takes more time
without extensive work, will not an oil paint designed to chalk, it
than painting it.
support curved clay tiles.
Q. — I will soon be getting my
roof done with asphalt shingles,
the same as are on it now. I hear
the term "self-sealing" a lot. What
does that mean?
A. — That the shingles have selfLet us install continuous seamless
sealing strips on the surface to
keep them from blowing off in
Reynolds Aluminum gutters formed to
high winds. The self-sealing porfit your home on our special equipment.
tion bonds to the shingle with the
help of the sun's rays.
(You can get a booklet, "Guide
to the Selection of Quality RoofASK FOR A FREE
ing," Including an asphalt color
ESTIMATE ON
chart, by sending 50 cents and a
OUR HIGHQUALITY
long, stamped, selfaddressed
GUTTERS AND
envelope to KnowHow, P.O. Box
DOWN SPOUTS AS
477, Huntington, NY 11743. QuesWELL AiS OTHER
tions of general interest will be
REYNOLDS
answered in the column.
BUILDING
PRODUCTS
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Don't allows nails to remain in wood
when installing underlayment in attic Prepare the surface before painting
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I will be putting underlayment plywood over an old attic
floor so I later can install resilient
floor tiles on top of the plywood.
The directions call for the use of
special adhesives rather than
nails to hold the underlayment in
place and remove them later. It
seems to me it would be better to
allow the nails to remain where
they have been put rather than going to the trouble of taking them
out again. What is your advice?
A. — Presumably, you are being
instructed to use adhesives to
avoid the later possible problem of
nail popping, which does not occur
very often. The "temporary" nails
are to hold the plywood to the old
floor until- the adhesive has set
thoroughly. If you allow the nails
to remain, you are defeating part
of the purpose of the procedure,
which is to prevent nail-popping. It
is important you use an adhesive
specially formulated for use with
underlayment. Sometimes it is the
same kind used for interior
applications.
Q. — I recently took up woodworking. I always read about drilling a pilot hole for a screw,
especially when working with
hardwood. My problem is I have to
drill more than one hole in order to
make the screw fit tightly. Is there
some special way to do this?
A. — Yes. Rather than using a
regular bit or bits for the job, buy
a few pilot-hole bits of different
sizes. These bits make pilot holes
that take care of the different
diameters of the same screw,
which means that you have to drill
only once to get a pilot hole that
will do the job.
Q. — I cut up an old felt hat and
found the pieces excellent for rubbing wood finishes with pumice
powder and oil. I thought I read
somewhere that the powder should
be rubbed in with a circular motion. Doesn't that contradict the
old advice about rubbing with the
grain?
A. — It sure does. And if that's
what you really read, the advice
was incorrect. Pumice powder
and oil should be rubbed in the
direction of the grain.
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Open Monday-Thursday 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

Friday 7:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m.; Sat.7:30 a.m.-5 p.m
i•••••: • •

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
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For the sporting life

Turbo-Wash attaches r,ght to your garden
hose to pressure-c,ean cars trucks boats windows With
a telescoping nozzle interchangeable tips .. ...
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19.99

7.99

Hosemobile Cart holds up to
17-Pc. 144n. Drive Socket Set Er
._._:,_. ", o? N -In ID hose(not ind )
,.. J des spinner handle 12 SAE
Inci pistol grip nozzle
sockets extensions
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SPORTING WEEKENDS are what C.M.A. is advocatisqt for dad this surnmer Ipdated boxer shorts are cool and comfortable in a blend of-Tres-int." cotton and flax.
Add a T-ohirt and WM and he's reads for the long simmer day• ahead.

Dodd's love creates
celebration for fathers

4011..••

larlitiir.

i
•
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BECAUSE HE'S YOUR DAD. you w ant him to look classic yet fawhionable. Arnim
.'• siieth the
"Honor thy father
thews Airs* are available in I 00 percent cotton for the purist,• mostly cotton blend Bible, and honor her father she did'
all
performance.
for the man who require. ea.s care. or a poly 'cotton blend for true
Mrs. John Bruce Dodd was a child of
con.tructed is the Arms. tradithm of quality - in • wide variety of colors and pat- the west, whose mother passed away
tern.. w Inch mean elegan.e for dad.
when she was still quite young, and the responsibitit/ of rearing a family offive sons
and a daughter was vested in their Civil
War vet father. William Smart.

Cordless Screwdriver with chargi • base forward/reverse swItcr
- :•• clorage '-_ ,.7. PPV 7,,IPut speed
i.
25-Ft. POwOr
lI
Tap* Rule is
Master
a 1 -in wide
MEDIA= I
yellow tape in
sturdy
a
chromed
ase

STOREWIDE SAVINGS
1/3 TO 1
2 off
/

Suits and
Sportcoats

—

69.

-Ik

2 Price
1
/

Large Group Of

1/2 Price

Dress Pants
2 Gallor'
PI010
Y00,••Id

,
.'
'•

•
a .

/

34.9•

fj- s

emon.0•0 I

Mon s Wear & Tuxedos

64.96

5-Gallon Wet/Dry Vac ceans
larpet dirt wet basements InJcles fiexible 6-fl nose guiper
• -,-;z ,.. '?. -) y ..0.....

Pleas

Olympot
TWO LOCATIONS FOR
holwrey KY. 42071
753 3511
YOUR CONVENIENCE
Mon Sot. 9.00 AM. 8.00 P.M.
Sun t:00 P.M.5:00 P.M.

420to:

747 0597

...
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"tally
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Welcomed

s

Jr. & Missie Apparel

Cordless Telephone w/guard
tone security pulse/tone dialing Desk/wall mount .- • - 11111116d1
%ACM.

BODY CONDITIONER

23.99

.

. .„. ,

Fire-Safe " ,s compact for
storage, roomy for plenty of
documents. Protects against
theft. Int. dim.
fire,
33/4x1 1 34x74si ,, . ....

"Relaxing Vibration Massage with Soothing Sauna"
Rid your body of stress and tension
by complete body relaxation.
•We otter 5 weight toes programa

.,

Out of her love and admiration for what
her father did to keep the family together,
united, industrious. dedicated to the
American lifestyle. Mrs'. Dodd. after she
became a young mother, conceived of the
idea of a Father's Day, to honor her own
beloved father and the American fathers
who had assumed responsibility for carrying the torch of democracy.
In 1909, when Mrs. Dodd brainstormed
the idea of Father's Day, we were a nation
just out of swaddling clothes. The specter
of World War I had not yet loomed on
the horizon, and there were not yet
100,000,000.Amencans spread across the
vast three million square miles of continent. (In fact, the 48th state had not yet
been admitted to the Union.)
It took a year of dedicated effort to gestate the notion of Father's Day, a year in
which Mrs. Dodd developed her concept
with the ministers of Spokane. the YMCA
and civic leaders.
Then. in June of 1910. the first Father's
Day was observed in Spokane. Washington, where the Dodd family resided. Mrs.
Dodd's hope was to give the first Father's
Day to her father on his birthday. which in
1910 was the first Sunday in June. But,
there was red tape even 75 years ago. The
ministers of Spokane just couldn't get
their special sermons prepared in time, so
a compromise was agreed upon. designating Father's Day as the third Sunday in

The new DAD Award was designed and
sculpted expressly for the National Falives Day Committee by Henry Dunay.
internationally recognized jewelry designer. sculptor and painter. It was first
presented in 1984 to the 1984 Fathers of
the Year.
The statue stands nine inches high on a
truncated walnut pyramidical base, to
which an engraved plaque is affixed for
presentation.
The design is simple, contemporary.

1
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Homeowners'
a
has
Wheelbarrow
seamless-steel tray crossbraced under carriage. highimnart whppi .- .

4-Cu. Ft Wheelbarrow has
pneumatic tire, curable hardwood handles, strong fullcurl rim and seamless-steel
......
eenr,

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

'1041211

29.99

3-Cu. Fl.
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Phone
753-2571
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The Vibroissun Body Conditkater is the newest concept in the beauty and
health bidustry today Soothe your aching muscles and pains increase your
blood circulation and oxygen intake. improve your skin complexion tuneup your flabby skin and lose weight all with the Vibrodiaun

_

Give Dad a Relaxing
Father's Day
6 Sessions $42
Special
MURRAY HOT TUB
Tanning & Body Conditioning
113 So. 13th, Murray

-

C.

753-3492

William Smart, in whose honor the first
Father's Day was conceived, died in 1919.
hut he lived to see the growth and acceptance of a day to honor and respect all fathers for the responsibility that they have
accepted for their families, their communities and their country. After only 75
years. almost as many families observe
Father's Day as observe Christmas and
Easter: Proof of its importance.

I New DAD award created by Dunay

-,

19.97

June in Spokane in 1910
The tradition took hold and is still with
us. Father's Day. now. by Congressional
resolution is a national holiday, to be observed the third Sunday in every June. and
to be proclaimed as a national holiday by
the President.
Although the resolution was made official long after Father's Day was popularly
accepted by nearly-the entire country:'Wil1 lam Jennings Bryan long ago noted the
significance of a day set aside to honor our
fathers. Later. Presidents Wilson and
Coolidge added their voices of support to
the growing institution that gained in
meaning and observance, year by year, because Americans "took- to the idea.
Now. Father's Day. being observed for
the 77th year in 191i7, is'a part of our social fabric, participated in by over 96 percent of the American public. Father's Day
has become a day of fun and good feeling,
characterized by family get-togethers.
outdoor barbecues, an avalanche of greeting cards and gifts in such profusion as to
rival Christmas.
Father's Day has also assumed international importance, and is now observed in
more than 30 lands around the world! In
nearby Canada. in far-off Australia, in Japan, Hong Kong. England. and throughout Western Europe and down into
Southernmost Africa.

timeless and interprets the spirit of responsible fatherhood by the juxtaposition of father and child in close relationship. The
lines are smooth and graceful, and have a
fluid, simple quality that bespeaks elegance and the endurance of family bonds.
Only enough DAD Awards are cast (in
gold-tonicl pewter)each year for presentation to the Fathers of the Year. The copyrighted design is then carefully stored until
a new quantity. the exact number to be
awarded, are prepared for the next year.

EPSON'
•Dual floppy disk drive system
•640KB RAM memory
•Serial and parallel ports
•AT-type keyboard
•Optional monochrome monitor
•MS-DOS' operating system
eIC•"programming
-uBaAgS
lanWg
•G
•One year warranty

Sp•clal
9500
$9

clo

While Ouantlties Last

Computer Center

Murray, KY 42071
314 Main Street
(502) 753-7733
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Father's Day: a "second Christmas"...

American dads: The world's honored
Of all the dads in the world. America's ries needed to keep dad's game in top and "cook-out' dads. Add them together
are the most "gifted," because Americans form. Then there are fishing dads, swim- and the number of gift choices is almost
are the "givingest" people on the face of ming dads, boating dads and gardening unending
the earth.
If you want proof. just tally up what
happens on Father's Day! Then you'll get
a good idea of why our fathers call it their
"Second Christmas."
There are just about 70,000,000 dads in
this great country of ours, and research
done by the Father's Day Council shows
that the "median father" will be getting
two and a half gifts! Some will get more,
some will get less but, all in all, it will total
up to about 180,000,000 gifts showered on
America's dads on June 16th.
Given an average total gift value per dad
of about $70(up from about $40 just five
*Freeman
years ago), that's not far from five and half
billion dollars. projected by the Father's
•Capezio
Day Council research. for Father's Day
& more
gifts.
In fact, the expenditure per father is just
a shade over what he gets for Christmas,
Olympic Plaza
when he has to share the charge account
Murray
payments with gifts for mother, sisters,
brothers, children and friends.
(502)753-9228

30%
Entire Stock of
Off

Men's Shoes

t
t
,
consoles, portables, remote
control, 40" projector, & more.
Financing available.
Check out our used VCR's
starting at $150.

The first choice
The gift option favored by a margin of
almost two and a half to one is "something
to wear." Shirts, ties, sports shirts, slacks.
jewelry, socks, underwear, robes, swimwear, pajamas — often things he put off
buying for himself because someone else
in the family seemed to have a more urgent
need. Come Father's Day, dad is king and
the gifts shower down on him.
And who knows what he needs better
than mother, who probably sorts out his
laundry and, if she doesn't do it, she at
least stashes it away when it comes back
from the cleaners. She knows best — when
collars become frayed and socks develop
holes.
"The more the merrier"
Next in line as a gift favorite is "toiletries" — colognes, after shave lotion, and
skin care products. a wide range of male
cosmetics that have become increasingly
popular in just a decade, and right behind
these comes spirited beverages.
All of them are easy to buy because
there is no size or color question (one size
"fits all" — and if the size is too big, who
cares? It's just a case of "the more the
merrier.") These gifts come pre-packaged
and can be picked up at the last minute.
ready-gift wrapped for the next day giv.ing.
Not too far behind are hobby gifts, including photographic equipment, games
and tools for the do-it-yourself manabout-the-house, as so many dads have to
be today.
In the same vein comes sports gear for
active participation. Golf clubs, golf balls
and all kinds of accessories, tennis racquets and balls, and the countless accesso-
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Killing A
Business
In Ten
Easy Steps
I. Don't advertise!
Just pretend everybody
knows what you have to
offer.

19" to 40" Screens
Starting At

Starting As
Low As

Practical Gifts
for Dad from
the practical
store

June invites you yp'
tolive outdoors.'..
Ace invites you
• tosave money
doing it!
DIA TO That Dahsnc Curs IN PRICES,
SUPPLIES API lisurID p0 SALES TO IMPAIRS

Hwy!sAisENDS

June 30

2. Don't advertise!
Tell yourself you just
don't have time to spend
thinking about promoting your business.
3. Don't advertise! Just
everybody
assume
knows what you sell.
4. Don't advertise! Convince yourself that
you've been in business
so long customers will
automatically come to
you.

Prints
(For the Price of

nate
PlaW.
1 2Gal.
/

5. Don't advertise!
Forget that there are
new potential customers who would do
business with you if they
were reminded and urged to do so.

1"
L. Kodak
Colorwatch'
system

COOLER

6. Don't advertise!
Forget that you have
competition trying to attract your customers
away from you.

for great film
developing

7. Don't advertise! Tell
yourself it costs too
much to advertise and
that you don't get
enough out of it.
8. Don't advertise!
Overlook the fact that
advertising is an investment in selling — not an
expense.

I Expires June 22, 1987
,Limit one coupon/roil and one
'
Icoupon/eustotner. Coupon must ac.
company order.

!
I

411011111.1111111.1.1

I

!Snap Shot
I
I Photo
I HOUR
PHOTO
DEVELOPING

Open: Mon.-Sat., 9-6
Olympic Plaza. Murray
759-9347

9. Don't advertise! Be
sure not to provide an
adequate advertising
your
for
budget
business.

116art
LiGNT
25 ft* Lsrtd,
Hwy Duty
Zarrtlelei
PAIL
‘'‘
Serving You Since 1955

10. Don't advertise!
Forget that you have to
keep reminding your
established customers
that you appreciate
their business.

The MurrayLedger
Times
1001 Whit1101 Ave.

WIERA01
"
401111411
,
'C011011111
SUPPLY

208 I Main

753-3301

753-1916
V
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Picking the right gift for Father's Day is a challenge
Its A challenge to find the right Faiher's
l)ay gift among the sast selection available
today Matching A gift to dad's personality
sometimes makes it easier to determine
what he would most appreciate Here are
stink: thought-starters

• The car loser A sew wrench or
screwdriver will mike his tinkering even
more fun Or add to his confidence in his
automobile by filling the trunk with missing emergency items such as jumper cables. flares. a tire pressure gauge or estni

FIITHEKS 011Y
IDAD'S ARE BIG WITH US_

Weed Trimmer
•Gas •Bump Hea,
Reg 81 79 00

Father's Dey$

Special

49

Southland

Push Mower
•3 H P Motor •20 Cut

CCO

$9995

Father's Day

Other Father's Day
Suggestions:
rSachs Dolmar Chain Saw
rWheel Horse Lawn Mowers
r Truck Bed Mat

STOKES
EQUIPMENT CO.
Industrial Road

753-1319

wiper Males Though inewensive. these
items can be invaluable in case of a break
down
• 7/ir sporn fROLIOALLSI A portable radio or personal stereo will let him listen to
his favorite games while he's =UAW,1/1
the beckNard If he's more panktpain than
observei, new gear. such as fishing lures
or running shoes, will surely please him
• The weekend handsnsan Things that
need fixing often AM situated in poorly lit,
hard-to-reach places Get your handyman
a Black St Decker Clamp Light, a cordless
hargeable light that attaches to car

hoods, under sinks Of other work Areas.
leaving both hands free to get the job
done It is a gift he'll use again and again
The company makes a series of seven
cordless. rechargeable lights to suit a variety of tasks and prterningei:
• The hard worker. A hard worker
loves a helping hand. Make up certificates
dad can "cash in" to have you mow the
lawn, wash the car or clean out the garage
or attic. Or surprise him by finishing a
project he's been putting off, such as
painting the kitchen or wallpapering the

bathroom. This gift of leisure time is
something money can't buy.
• The secretly chic. Many men are embarrassed to admit having an interest in a
snappy appearance; perhaps your dad is
one. Help him over his shyness with an
item he wouldn't buy for himself - a red
pocket handkerchief to spruce up his sun
or skin-care ploducts made especially for
men.

He may want to keep up with the latest
fad among men — the return to the shaving brush for a superior shave. Set him up
with a straight-edge razor, brush and one
of the many new rich shave creams.
Take a few minutes to think about dad's
personality before shopping for his
Father's Day gift and you will be able to
choose something that he really can make
part of his life.

Fathers had key role with children
the MOM things change. the more they
remain the same And certainly. it's true of
the role of father, the strong nght hand of
the family. its guardian. protector, a tower
ot strength in times of duress and hardship
Up to the 1750s, when the Industrial
Revolution tore dad away from home to
eke out a living for his family in the burgeoning factories of the exploding world,
dad literally raised the children from the
lime they were weaned from their mothers' breasts
When they had the self-sufficiency to
partially take care of themselves, they
went with- their fathers to learn-his trade!
To the smithy. to the Guild Hall. to the
shop or pub, to the fields or mines. They
were their fathers' children from then on,
white mother kept house.
But with the change of social and economic- norms, when-father had to leave

home early in the morning, and return
from his source of livelihood tin some factory or office far from home)late at night.
mother gained responsibilities. Now, she
not only bore the children, kept the house.
but became disciplinarian, and assumed
the father-role when dad was away earning a living.
The remains of this reversal—or enlarging—of the role of motherhood still persist. But as more and more women join the
work force, dad has come to share in all
the househokl responsibilities. He is now
helping to guide his children on a day-today basis and supplementing the authori4
of mother He is' helping then' mote With
studies, is more involved in the elementary educational processes and vastly
more responsive to sharing the burdens of
running the household, from doing the
laundry to doing some sophisticated
cookery.

Even dad would like to receive roses
Eser) cloud has a silver lining, and
esery holiday. worth the name, has its
flower'
The official flower of Father's Day. selected more than three generations ago by
Mrs John Bruce Dodd, who founded
Father's Day. is the tore. It's the red rose
for lis mg fathers. Ifs the white rose for fathers who remain in our memories only

TELEFI RAS

Not surprisingly, the rase is America's
favorite flower, according to the research
of Roses. Inc. So. although the United
States has ao official flower, the rose, by
popular acclaim and natural acceptance.
has become our favorite. And fitting it is,
then, that the rose would be the official
Father's Day flower.
Be a sport! This Father's Day. June 16,
wear a red rose when you make that special visit to see your dad, and take another
along to pin on his lapel or shirt front
Even if he protests, he'll probably like it
just fine!

landsome
Taiikard Bouquets
For Men

9ee

fA Flowers
705 S. 4th 753-4320

ARAMIS says "Go For it
THE 10-SPEED MAN
Great gear. Great value.
Only $20.00 with any purchase from the
Aramis, Devin or Aramis900
fragranced collections.
You'll say it's great at any speed—
our soft, luxurious zipkit
plus 10 swift, sure, travel-size ways
to shift a man's image into high gear.

C-7)

What you get:
The smart squared-off travel kit that holds plenty, but
squeezes into the smallest corner of your travel hag.

4 indispensable men's grooming tools
•Exclusive Aramis erserills
'
,
Folding hairbrush
'
,
Travel nail clippers
oC.rooming scissors

6 Aramis essentials
"ts,s casual tfansitiorcii invites feioxingor
tufted neddrest boo, svtt, curving Dillow
soft -Yr'S orsd 3comfort custvoned sect

now thru Saturday!

808
E

Main

Thurman's

•Cologne
•INeodorant Stick
iiMalt-Enriched Shams
,
4 SHAVE-PILIEXX Calming Shave Cream
'
,After Shave Skin Calmer
*Ilevin Eight Sporting Cologne
All in a tough, reusable black case with reinforced

corners dune it for storing important papers,
Offer limited — go for it now at our Aramis counte,-.
One per customer.

753-9834
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District receives grant
plan projects and Ws applicaUons," said Wayne Spencer, assistant director of the PADD.
That doesn't sit well with Ralph
Morris, assistant chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Transit
Authority Board of Directors.
"We have one of the best transit
systems in the state. I think the
money could be used in a better
way. Some counties may need it,
but we don't," commented Morris.
The grant, approved by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration, will be matched with
local funds for a total of $56,664.
Three types of U.S. mass transit
grants are available: operating,
administrative and capital.
Operating and administrative
assistance both require local matching funds. Capital assistance
grants require state and local matching funds.

Gov. Martha Layne Collins has
announced that a 965,331 federal
grant for administrative
assistance has been approved for
the Purchase Area Development
District to continue public
transportation in Calloway, Marshall, McCracken, Graves,
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman and
Fulton counties.

3

"Many of our state's residents
rely on public transportation for
their everyday activities," Collins
said. "This grant will help the Purchase Area provide this muchneeded service to residents ox the
eight-county area."
"The grant will come to the
PADD office. It will fund a staff
person to provide technical
assistance to transportation
groups in the district. The staff
worker will help the organizations

Four occupants killed

James Meadows
James Meadows, 56, of 730 Melvin (Loretta) Settler and Mrs.
Fairlane Dr., Murray, died Mon- Linda Green, Baltimore, Md.,
day at 9:10 a.m. at Murray- Mrs. Charlie (Kathleen) Smith
Calloway County Hospital. His and Mrs. Edna Boyd, Oakwood,
death followed an extended Va., and Mrs. Alvin (Bea) Whitillness.
taker, Plainwell, Mich.
Mr. Meadows was a truck driver
Four surviving brothers are
for Liquid Transporters, Calvert Hurley Meadows, Estel Meadows
City. He was a former employee of and Sherman Meadows, all of
Murray Division of the Tappan Oakdwood, Va., and Thurman
Company. He was a member of Meadows of Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Memorial Baptist Church.
The funeral will be Wednesday
Born Jan. 22, 1931, in Skeggs, at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Va., he was the son of the late Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
William Silvester Meadows and
Officiating will be the Rev. Jim
Bertha May Stillwell Meadows.
Simmons and the Rev. Jack
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Jones. Music will be by the Choir
Betty Hicks Meadows, to whom he of Memorial Baptist Church with
was married on July 11, 1953; one Milton Gresham as director.
daughter, Miss Sherry Meadows,
Burial will follow in Hicks
and two sons, Steve Meadows and Cemetery.
wife, Linda, and Stanley
Friends may call at the funeral
Meadows, all of Murray.
home after 6 p.m. today
Five surviving sisters are Mrs. (Tuesday I.

and at least two of the adults were
males.
Bill Wilson of Brooksville,
The plane stopped in Bowling
formerly of Calloway County, died
Green for refueling, Kirby said.
Strode said flight plans for the Sunday at a hospital in Cincinnati,
plane called for it to go to Lansing, Dhio.
He was the son of the late Q.D.
Ill., near Chicago. He did not know
Wilson and Mae Winchester
where the flight originated.
Wilson of Calloway County.
The plane crashed on a farm
Two brothers, Guy F. Wilson Sr.
just outside the city limits near and Vernon Wilson, also preceded
Lampkin Park, near U.S. 231, him in death.
authorities said. The plane circled
Mr. Wilson is survived by his
the park and on its way down clipped some trees.before crashing in
an open field, Strode said.
People at a nearby ballpark ran
Services for Shelby McCallum
to the scene, but the plane was in are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
flames by the time they arrived, Collier Funeral Home. Benton.
Kirby said.
Dr. Mickey Carpenter is
The cause of the crash was not officiating.
known. The weather was clear at
Burial will follow in Fooks
the time, police said.
Cemetery.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the Shriners' Burn

Authorities said the victim was
an employee of a Hyatt hotel in
Lexington. There were no other
serious injuries reported, and
about 300 guests at the 420-room
hotel were evacuated after the fire
broke out around 2:30 a.m. EDT
Monday, officials said.
Foster Arnett Jr., spokesman
for the Knoxville Fire Department, said investigators believe a
lit cigarette near the bed caused
the blaze, which gutted Murphy's
room but did not spread further in
the pyramid-shaped hotel.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP ) — A
Kentucky man leaped to his death
from the llth floor during a hotel
fire, apparently caused by a lit
cigarette, officials said.
William F. Murphy Jr., 24, of
Lexington, Ky., was killed after he
jumped from the top floor of the
Hyatt Regency Hotel in Knoxville,
said Lisa McNeal, spokeswoman
for the University of Tennessee
Memorial Research Center and
Hospital.
He died of injuries received in
the fall, she said.

Syria and Iraq working
desert air base in northeast Jordan April 26, the sources said.
The sources, interviewed in
Nicosia, Baghdad and other Arab
capitals over the last two weeks,
said Assad and Hussein agreed at
their closed-door meeting to try to
end their 9-year feud.

NICOSIA, Cyprus ( AP — Syria
and Iraq, bitter rivals for nine
years, are quietly working toward
a rapprochement that could have
a major impact on Middle East
peace efforts and the Iran-Iraq
war, official Arab sources report.
Despite the collapse of similar
negotiations last year, the initiative is making headway and
the two countries are discussing
reopening an Iraq oil pipeline
across Syria, said the sources,
who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
The nations' leaders have met
several times at undisclosed locations since President Hafez Assad
of Syria and President Saddam
Hussein of Iraq held talks at a

Better relations could have a
profound effect on the gulf war by
isolating Persian Iran from one of
its two Arab allies. The other is
Libya.
Sources said Damascus and
Baghdad do not want to make
public statements on their talks
until a long-delayed Arab summit
is held, probably between
September and November.

The funeral for Willie T. Byrd is
today at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Morgan Funeral Home.
Princeton. Burial will follow in
Cedar Hill Cemetery there.
Mr. Byrd, 77, of Princeton died
Saturday at 10:50 p.m. at Caldwell
County Hospital at Princeton.
He was a retired mechanic for
Trice Hughes Chevrolet there.
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The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. at Brooksville. Burial
will follow in a cemetery there.

For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()

Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Peawalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wesilly's
C.E.F. Ylekl

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880

Center in Louisville.
Mr. McCallum, 70, of Benton
died Sunday at 2:43 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Lady Sara McCallum, Benton;
two daughters, Mrs. Julie McCallum Sweet, Los Angeles, Calif.,
and Mrs. Shelley McCallum Rudd,
Hardin.

Survivors are his wife:Mrs. Lois
aft Byrd; two daughters, Mrs.
Jeanette Murray. Newburgh, Ind.,
and Mrs. Barbara Nichols,
Princeton; two grandchildren.
Also surviving are two sisters.
Mrs. Mary Hughes of Akron, Ohio,
and Mrs. Flossie Snow of Kirksey;
and one brother, Robert Byrd of
Murray.
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Services for Robert Lee
Burkeen were Monday at 3 p.m. at
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church. The Rev. Eulas Greer and
the Rev. Layne Shanklin officiated-. Mrs. Pat Greer provided
music.
Pallbearers were Grant Dick,
Randall Dick, Michael Keeling,
Mark Ramsey, Charles Ramsey
and Hayse Sheppard.
Burial was in Brooks Chapel
Cemetery with Miller Funeral

GRAND
RIVERS,
KY.

ASPHALT PAVING
• Streets
• Roadways
• Shopping Centers
• Parking Lots
• Residential
Subdivisions

362-8661
ASPHALT PLANTS IN
PADUCAH-MAYFIELD-LAKE crrY

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
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Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617
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1985 Cavalier

1:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was a retired
farmer and member of Arlington
United Methodist Church.

ype 10, PS, PB, Air,
uto, Tilt„ AM/FM,
28,000 miles

$5900

He is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Ann Glaser of Dallas, Texas,
and several nieces and nephews.

Home of Murray in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Burkeen, 67, Rt. 1, Dexter,
died Saturday at 3:34 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Eura Nell Jones Burkeen; two
daughters, Mrs. Eugene (Lola
Bell) Dick and Mrs. James
(Shelda ) Keeling; one son. Andy
Burkeen and wife, Janeen; all of
Rt. 1, Dexter; seven grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

FATTIER'
DAY

JUNE
21

Gift Giving
Ideas For Dad

Ralph Ed Graves

Joshua Douglas Clark, 12 days,
of 702 College Courts, Murray,
died Monday at 2:30 p.m. at
Kosair's Children Hospital,
Louisville. He had been a patient
there since his birth at Murray.
Galloway County Hospital on June
3.
He is survived by his parents.
Doug and Rhonda Webb Clark, 702
College Courts, Murray; grand-

Bardwell; two stepdaughters.
Teresa Cox and Dawn Chrisman,
Lawrenceburg; two
grandchildren.
Also surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. Mary Beth Oatman, Murray,
Mrs. Sara Mason, Lockwood, Ill,
Mrs. Marge Page, Memphis.
Tenn., and Mrs. Eva Lou Perie,
Cunningham; one brother, Tom
Graves, Jackson, Miss.

Men's Leather GSV,
Converse, Autry, Nike

Tennis
Shoes

parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Webb,
Bruceton, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Clark, Albany; a greatgrandmother, Mrs. Anna Clark,
Albany
Funeral services are incomplete. Friends may call at
Stockdale-Malin Funeral Home,
Camden, Tenn., after 12 noon on
Wednesday.
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Roy Graham Road, June 22-243, 8:30 a.m. - 11:00 am
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For transportation call: nio41707..

doldrums awaiting the outcome of
the June 25 meeting of oil
ministers of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries.
Light trading makes it easier to
move prices in either direction,
since there are fewer checks and
balances.

FREE ESTIMATES

representing
American and
International
Traveltime

Joshua Douglas Clark

10 a.m
Goodyear

:coif

Robert Lee Burkeen

The funeral for Ralph Ed
Graves was Monday in the chapel
of Harrod Brothers Funeral
Home, Frankfort.
Burial was in Corinth Cemetery
in Anderson County.
Mr. Graves, 60, died Saturday at
a hospital in Lexington.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Ellen Perry Graves; one
daughter, Miss Amy Gay Graves,

US 34 3102711 lb..
Sows
US It 210451 lb..
US I 3 344-41l lb..
US IS 451541 lb..
US 1-3 SWISS Me
US 2-3 SWIM lb.
Roars $30.41141.110

Stock Market

4 1 4 MAIN STRUT

NEW YORK (AP — Crude oil
futures prices have closed above
$20 per barrel for the first time in
1',1 years, breaching a
psychologically important trading
barrier.
Yet the move may still not carry
much long-term significance,
analysts said Monday.
At the New York Mercantile Exchange, contracts for July
delivery of West Texas Intermediate, the benchmark U.S.
crude, closed at $20.06 per
42-gallon barrel, up 15 cents from
Friday's close.
Thomas F. McKiernan of
McKiernan & Co., which deals in
oil futures contracts, noted that
trading volume had been about
half of normal levels.
The market remains in the

Moss Delaney Berry
Final rites for Moss Delaney
Berry are today at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of R.D. Brown Funeral
Home, Clinton. The Rev. Greg
Waldrop is officiating.
Burial will follow in Arlington
Cemetery.
Mr. Berry, 89, died Sunday at

joining the United Way and has not
received an application may do so
by contacting Jane Curd at the
Bank of Murray by _calling
753-1893, ext. 326. Intonation mayalso be received by calling
753-7559.

Crude oil prices are on rise

Willie T. Byrd

Hog market report listed for today
rederal•Stale Market News Service June IS, IOW
keotocky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Melnik" 4 Baying Maness
Receipts: Art. 743 Cat. ON Barrows I Gifts .75
Sows steady to .31 lower
US 1 ,2 3
/14/61 lb..
S11.10113.711
US 1 2 1114.4211 lb..
Plb.514412.51/
UR 5-3 534.531 lbs.
11413.414112•511

wife, Mrs. Ruth Wilson,
Brooksville; four brothers, James
G. Wilson, New Concord, Albert L.
(Took ) Wilson, Rt. 3, Murray,
Johnny Wilson, Hickman. and
Lowell 'Wilson, Auburn, Ala.;
several nieces and nephews.

Bob Cornelison, president-elect
of the United Way of MurrayCalloway County, reminds all
agencies that have received
allocations applications to turn
them in by July 1.
Any agency that is interested in

Shelby 1.1eCallum

Man leaps to his death

PAGE 11

Applications of agencies
are needed by United Way

-OBITUARIES

Bill Wilson

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A small plane circled a local
park before it crashed and burned,
killing all four occupants, police
said.
"A gentleman called in and said
it passed over his house and he
said the engine was cutting off and
on and smoking," said David
White, a dispatcher for the Warren
County Sheriff's office. "On impact it burst into flames."
The crash occurred shortly after
9 p.m. CDT Monday about 3 miles
northwest of the Bowling Green
airport, Trooper Jackie Strode
said.
The identities of the victims
were not immediately known and
an autopsy was ordered for the
pilot, Deputy Warren County Coroner Kevin Kirby said. He said one
of the victims was a male child
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SPORTS

Kiraly Ledger & Times

Sports Nuggets
LOCAL SPORTS
0 Murray High's Bobby Toon will be back in Fulton County next
year. Toon, who was head basketball coach for Fulton the 1984-85
season, will return to the position after two years in Murray.

BASEBALL
•KH
•

• HIROSHIMA, Japan — Sachlo Kinugasa of the Hiroshima Toyo
Carp on Saturday broke Lou Geprig's record as the most durable
man in baseball, playing in his 2,131st consecutive game

Baseball 'firsts'
'Firsts' that
occurred before 1900
•1845: Code of playing rules
Introduced by A.J. Cartwnght
•1849: Raying uniforms
introduced by N Y Knickerbockers
II 1853: Box score appeared in a
New York newspaper
•1858: Adrnrsson charged to a
game[50 cents]
•1882: Union Grounds in
Brooklyn became the first enclosed
ballpark
•1889: Cincinnati Red Stockings
introduced short trousers
•1892: Sunday games permitted
in the National League

A unrform worn in 1876

Crecago Tribune Graphic Source MacMillan Baseball Encyclobabia

BASKETBALL
• Laker forward Billy Thompson, who could not play in the NBA
championship series due to an injury found his way into the record
books Thompson becomes only the fourth player to play on an NCAA
and NBA champion in consecutive years
Thompson was on the 1986 NCAA champion Louisville Cardinals
and was drafted by Atlanta before being dealt to the Lakers
Teammate Ear% in "Magic- Johnson accomplished the feat in 1979
and 198o Johnson the league's regular season MVP. also became the
first player ever to i.vin three championship series MVP honors

Air Jordan

•Most maxims played, sees=
3,281
•Most points, game: 61 [twice]. at
Detrott. March 4[OT] and vs Atlanta.
Apr l 16
•Most Held goals made, game: 22
Ities Boston't Larry Bird who scored
22 hid goats vs. New Yort, Aprt 12];
at Detroit, March 4(DT), vs.
Pniackilphia. March 24, vs. Atlanta.
Aprl 16
II Most held goal attempts, game:
43. at L.A Lakers. November 28 and
vs Houston. January 15
•Most tree throws made, game:
26, vs. New Jersey, Feb. 26
•Most tree throw attempts, game:
27, vs New Jersey, Feb 26
Crecago Tnbune GrePrec Sburee Crecailb Tribune news worts

HAVE YOU
PAID YOUR
MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER?

Hy the

listed Pr,-'.'.

Mike Scott's memory must be
failing him
With a no-hitter and a Cy Young
Award at the end of last season
and all !ST3 start already this year.
his performance Monday night
against Cincinnati is the one that
sticks out
"It's the best I can remember
pitching in a while," said Scott,
who tied a career high with 14
strikeouts in a 4-0 Houston victory.
wasn't getting behind the
hitters.'
Scott didn't walk one batter and
allowed seven hits before Hal
Lanier brought in Dave Smith in
the ninth.
"Hal made a good move in calling for Smitty before he even talked to me because I would have
probably tried to talk him out of
it." Scott said
Smith entered after Bo Diaz led
off the ninth, reaching base on
Terry Puhl's error. He then struck
out three straight
-I felt good from the first inning
on," Scott said. "I had my good
stuff tonight and when you have
your good stuff you should win the
game."
Scott, who pitched a no-hitter in

GIVIC
PICKUP
AND GO...
EVERYWHERE.

It will be easier for you and
your carrier if when you
receive your bill to pay
on a 6 months or a yearly
basis rather than monthly
or quarterly.
Thanks for your cooperation.

Wierray Ledger & Times

Mariners' Mark Langston with 116 strikeouts, the most in the major
leagues.

Scott whips Reds, Detroit five-hits Blue Jays
_Vational

1986-87 NBA highs by Michael Jordan
T—

Houston ace Mike Scott struck out 14 batters in a 4-0 Astro victory over
the Reds last night. The strong performance tied Scott with the Seattle

1987 GMC TR 10903 Pickup,
V-8, A/T, P.S., P.B ,
P205/751415, Demo.
Price
'10,853.00
Free Trans.
735.00
Free Engine
495.00
Demo
553.00
Net Price
'9,070.00

TRUCKS-TRAILERS
BUSES, INC.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372

a 2-0 victory over the San Francisco Giants on Sept. 25 to clinch
the NL West, has had good stuff
much of this season.
His 14 strikeouts ties him with
Seattle's Mark Langston for the
major league lead with 116.
Bill Doran, who was 2-for-26.
homered off Bill Gullickson, 7-4, in
the sixth for Houston's first run.
The Astros scored again in the
seventh, off Frank Williams.
Scott hit a fielder's choice
grounder to shortstop Kurt
Stillwell, who stepped on second to
force Dickie Thon but tossed it
wide of first allowing Scott to go to
second. He later scored on Billy
Hatcher's single to left field.
Glenn Davis singled in the
eighth and was followed by a triple
Kevin Hass and Ronn Reynolds'
sacrifice fly.
Expos 4, Mets0
Dennis Martinez allowed only
three hits and Dwight Gooden lost
for the first time since returning
from drug rehabilitation.
Martinez, 1-0, struck out six and
walked three in Nis first complete
game of the season. Martinez did
not allow a New York runner past
second base.
Gooden, 2-1, allowed seven hits
and four runs in seven innings.
Tim Wallach, who was 3-for-26
against Gooden in his career
before the game, had a double,
single and walk, scoring a run and
driving in one.
Pirates 3,Cardinals 1
Mike Dunne pitched a three•

hitter in only his third major
league appearance and Mike
LaValliere and Andy Van Slyke hit
RBI doubles to end St. Louis' fourgame winning streak.
Dunne, who was traded along
with LaValliere and Van Slyke to
Pittsburgh from the Cardinals
before the season, struck out four
and walked seven.
Mike Diaz hit his 10th homer in
the eighth for Pittsburgh's final
run.
Phillies Cubs 2
Steve Bedrosian pitched the
ninth inning to earn his National
League record ninth consecutive
save, handing the Cubs their fifth
straight loss.
Glenn Wilson scored from third
on Lee Smith's ninth-inning wild
pitch after Juan Samuel had apparently scored the lead run in the
eighth on Von Hayes' double but
was ruled out on an appeal play for
not touching home plate.
Smith, 2-4, threw the wild pitch
with pinch batter Rick Schu at bat.
Kent Tekulve, 2-2, was the winner and Steve Bedrosian. who pitched the ninth inning, picked up
his 16th save.

American
Detroit's Walt Terrell got the
Toronto batters to hit the ball at
his fielders. Jimmy Key did the
same thing to the Detroit batters,

but got different results.
Alan Tramm211, leading the
American League with a .357
average, hit a line drive that Blue
Jays right fielder Jesse Barfield
did not see Monday night. and it
went for a fourth-inning triple that
gave Detroit a 2-1 victory in
Toronto.
"I've never seen it happen
before,'' said Key, who lost
despite pitching a four-hitter.
Terrell and two relievers combined on a five-hitter for the
Tigers in a game between two of
the hottest teams in the American
League East.
Detroit has won four in a row
and 22 of its last 30 games. Toronto
has lost two straight after a teamrecord 11-game winning streak.
The Tigers and Blue Jays were
scoreless in the fourth inning with
Bill Madlock on first base and one
out. Trammell then hit a low liner
to right, and Barfield lost the ball
in the setting sun and stood with
his arms up in the air as the ball
rolled to the wall for a triple.
Trammell scored when Larry
Herndon hit a sacrifice fly.
"I just never saw the ball." said
Barfield. a Gold Glove outfielder.
Terrell, 5-6, gave up four hits in 7
2-3 innings.
Key, 8-4, struck out six and
walked none.
His comment: "It was one of
those games where you figured a
big break was going to decide it
and we never got it."
(Coned on page 13)

Spinks counters Cooney, scores KO
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. — In the
two-fisted business of boxing,
Gerry Cooney fought a one-handed
fight against Michael Spinks. All it
got him was knocked out.
Cooney relied on one of the best
left hands in boxing Monday night
against Spinks but ignored his
right, and the strategy doomed
him.
"His right hand surprised me."
Spinks said. "It's a load-up punch
and I was never there. When he
throws it, he's off-balance. He was
saving it and relying on the big
punch."
Cooney kept after Spinks with
lefts. And when he missed a big

one in the fifth round, he was wide
open for a Spinks right that started
him toward the knockout.
Cooney's strategy amazed boxing observers.
"He's 6-7 and he's ducking
down, giving away his height advantage and letting Spinks out-jab
him," said Richie Giachetti, who
trained ex-heavyweight champion
Larry Holmes.
"You've got to throw the right,
even if it's got nothing. Gerry had
to come out and take the play
away. He never established
himself as boss. He never took
charge."
Slim Jim Robinson, trainer of
former heavyweight champ Tim

Summer Youth Camp

1Nitherspoon. noticed the same
thing.
"Michael out-jabbed him, even
though Gerry is so much taller,"
he said. "Cooney was looking for
the big punch, that left uppercut
But Michael was covering it."
Cooney threw 131 jabs but landed only 35. Spinks' jab was more
efficient, with 61 of 102 landing.
Spinks allowed Cooney to carry
the fight, content to counterpunch
until the opening developed. Then
the boxer turned into a slugger to
win the fight.
"I've been a headhunter
throughout my career," Spinks
said. "Upstairs was a great place
to stay. It was a better target."

Hf f

In Horsemanship
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McEnroe withdraws from Wimbledon, Becker No. 1 seed
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— Three-time champion John
McEnroe will skip Wimbledon this
year because of a persistent back
ailment.
"There is no reason for me to
come to Wimbledon unless I'm 100
percent fit," McEnroe said in a
telex Monday to officials at the
All-England Club. "I have not
been able to train since I returned
from Paris and I'm tired of walking onto the court worried whether
I shall be able to give it my best
effort."
McEnroe complained of injuries
when he walked off the court in the
final of the World Team Cup at
Dusseldorf, West Germany, last
month. Two days later at Paris, he
was elimintaed in the first round
of the French Open by unseeded
Horacio de la Pena of Argentina.
In his last Grand Slam tourna-

ment before Paris — last year's
U.S. Open — he was upset in the
first round by Paul Annacone.
Dr. Michael Cindrich, a New
York chiropractor who has been
treating McEnroe,as has his wife,
Debra Keinman-Cindrich, told the
New York Times Monday that he
wasn't surprised by McEnroe's
decision.
"He would not be breezing
through Wimbledon in perfect
physical health," Cindrich said.
"And there was a chance of reinjury. ... He loves to play well at
Wimbledon, and it is difficult to do
that while nursing an injury."
Cindrich described the problem
as a sprained weight-bearing ligament in the lower back.
In his last appearance at
Wimbledon, McEnroe lost 6-2, 6-2,
6-4 in the 1985 quarterfinals to
American Kevin Curren.

John McEnroe
will not play
The left-hander, who also has
won the U.S. Open four times,
skipped Wimbledon last year

McEnroe is expected to return
In the United States' Davis Cup
matches against West Germany at
Hartford, Conn., July 24-26.
Wimbledon officials said that
while McEnroe's withdrawal
would not affect attendance, his
absence would be a loss.
"All things being equal, one
would like to see all the top
players participating," said Chris
Gorringe, chief executive of the
All-England Lawn Tennis Club.
The announcement that
McEnroe would miss the
prestigious grasscourt tournament for the second straight year
came as organizers were announcing the seedings for the tournament, to be held June 22-July 5.
Defending champions Boris
Becker of West Germany ang
Martina Navratilova of the Fort

Boris Becker
seeded No. I
when he was in the midst of a selfimposed sabbatical of nearly
seven months.

Local baseball teams report light schedule
Staff Report

Weather has dictated a light
baseball report from area teams
with three Little League games
and a late Park League score
listed.

Little League
In last night's first game, D and
W managed to get by FOP 11-10.
Pitching for D and W were Jason
Kelly and Jeremy Latimer.
Latimer added a double, Sean
Fletcher a triple and Adam
Grogan and Kelly singles.
FOP hitters were Matt Dennis
with a triple and single, Matt Imes
with a double and single and
Michael Stubblefield and Michael
Ruddle with a double each.

K-Mart beat Pagliai's in the second game 12-2. The contest was
called in the fourth inning due to
the 10-run rule. Billy Jack Haskins
was the winning pitcher, striking
out seven batters. Adding to the attack, Steven Gresham and Trent
, Gibson added home runs and
doubles apiece, Adam Greene had
a triple and Damon Cahoon, Chris
Jones, Steve Mattis, B.J. Lennox
had a sinle each. Devui Banks had
two singles.
For Pagliai's, Brent Keller had
the sole hit, a triple.
In a make-up game Saturday,
Hutson Company beat Jane
Rogers State Farm 21-9. Derrek
Plummer was the winning pitcher. Mitchell Downey and Darren Gantt had a triple apiece, Mitchell McClain and Jeremy McKeel
added singles and Eric Delay had
two singles.

Major League Baseball...
(Cont'd from page 12)
Twins 5, Brewers0
Bert Blyleven pitched a fourhitter for his 55th career shutout
and Minnesota won in Milwaukee.
Blyleven, 5-5, did not allow a
home run for the first time in 21
starts. He extendeddlik4An team
record with his 29th shutout for the
Twins. Blyleven struck out six and
walked two.
Randy Bush hit a three-run
homer in the fourth.
Athletics 7, Royals 8
Tony Phillips hit a two-run
homer in the top of the ninth that
put Oakland ahead and right
fielder Mike Davis preserved the
lead by throwing out Kansas City's
Danny Tartabull at the plate in the
bottom of the ninth.
After Kevin Seitzer's RBI single
gave the host Royals a 6-5 lead in
the eighth, Phillips connected for
his seventh home run of the season
against Steve Farr, 2-2.
Davis threw out Tartabull, who
tried to score on Bo Jackson's oneout single.
Dave Leiper, 2-0, got the victory
and Jay Howell got his 13th save.

Paducah holds
charity tourney
The Paducah Men's Slow Pitch
Softball League recently held its
third annual charity tournament
with proceeds purchasing exercise
equipment for the clients of
Creative Enterprises, a
habilitative day program for 40
adults with severe disabilities.
The annual tournament is made
possible through the participation
of area softball teams. This year,
11 teams from Carlisle, Graves,
Calloway and McCracken counties
were involved in the event. According to Sam Cain, co-sports coordinator for the Paducah Parks and
Recreation, "We certainly appreciate the teams that participated in the tournament this
year and we hope to have more
next year." Cain added that the
league has set a goal of 20 teams
participating next year.
Through team entry fees, the
league was able to purchase over
$700 worth of exercise equipment
including a Gympac 3000 DL, a
20-inch Quiet Cycle, exercise
mats, tapes and kits, and various
fishing equipment. In previous
years, League donations included
a radial arm saw and a Christmas
party complete with barbeque
shoulder.
Several community volunteers
made the event possible, according to Cain. The umpires gave
their time, the Lone Oak Trophy
House donated all trophies, and
several people including Paul Ritchie, Luther Hays, Mike Pitt, Bill
Bennett and Sam Cain all acted as
co-sports coordinators.

Rangers 9, Angels 7
Pete Incaviglia, who had struck
out six straight times, homered in
his first two at-bats and powered
Texas over California,
Incaviglia hit a two-run homer
during a four-run first inning and
connected for a solo shot, his 15th,
in the third. Incaviglia and Pete
O'Brien, who homered in the first
and had an RBI double in the
third, had three hits apiece.
Yankees 9, Orioles 2
Mike Pagliarulo drove home
four runs, three with a double in
the sixth inning, and Tomm John
won again as New York( beat
visiting Baltimore.
The Orioles have lost 11 their
last 12 games.John, 7-2, gave ulitWo runs on
seven hits in 5 1-3 innings before
leaving with a cramp in his left
calf. at Clements finished with
two-hit relief for his second save.
Eric Bell, 5-5, gave up five runs
and left in the fourth.
Mariners 8, White Sox 2
Lee Guetterman and Jerry Reed
combined on a five-hitter and
Domingo Ramos hit a three-run,
inside-the-park homer that helped
Seattle over Chicago.
Guetterman, 4-0, yielded two
runs on four hits in 5 2-3 innings.
Reed pitched one-hit relief for his
first save.
John Christensen hit a two-run
homer and Phil Bradley and
Mickey Brantley also connected
for the host Mariners.
Ramos' sixth-inning homer
came on a ball that caused right
fielder Ivan Calderon and center
fielder Ken Williams to collide.

For State Farm, Tony Khajavi
had a triple and a single, Ken Carmode a double and Tony Farris a
single.

Park League
Allison Photography downed

Darnell Marine 11-7 behind David
Cavitte's two home runs. Brent
Chilers and Trent Wilson added a
homer and triple apiece and Jared
Plummer homered. Terry Billington and Brad Rowland tripled.
Darnell's Jason Goodyke hammered a home run and triple. D.J.
Steffy had two doubles, Corey
Cummings a triple and Ray Stone
a double.

Golfers express concern
over illegal equipment
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
SAN FRANCISCO — There's a
good chance that the man who
wins the U.S. Open this week will
be playing with clubs likely to be
declared illegal.
Tom Watson estimates as many
as 90 percent of golf's touring pros
carry at least one or two clubs
with the controversial "box" or
"square" grooves.
A spokesman for the U.S. Golf
Association, John Morris, said the
clubs — more specifically a
method of measuring grooves on
these clubs — will be considered at
a U.S.G.A. executive committee
meeting early next week.
"If the proposed method is approved, some of the clubs —
specifically the Ping 1-2 — will not
conform to the Rules of Golf,"
Morris said. Any such ruling,
however, will not be retroactive
and will not affect players in the
1987 Open.
The "square-grooved" clubs,
along with the one-piece ball,
represent the "greatest change in
golf equipment since the shift
from hickory to steel shafts" a
half-century ago, Watson said.
Both Watson, a five-time British
Open champion and once the
leading player in the game, and
Jack Nicklaus point to the equipment change as a principal reason
for the exceptionally low scoring
produced on the PGA tour this
year.
And both object to the
phenomena.
"Maybe it is progress," Watson
acknowledged.
"But there has to be a time to
say, 'no more.'
''The USGA has to do
something. We can't let the integrity of the game be destroyed,"
Watson said.
The controversial clubs, now
produced by most major manufacturers of golf equipment, first
came on the market about two

years ago.
Instead of the traditional "V"
shaped grooves, these clubs contain square or box-shaped grooves
which impart a greater spin to the
ball and allow the player to exert
greater control over his shots, particularly out of the rough in wet
conditions.
"You can get in the rough and
stop the ball on the green. Shotmaking is reduced," Watson said.
"You spend years, hitting
thousands of balls, learning to
play different shots under different conditions. Now, someone
comes along and can hit the same
shot immediately just because of
his equipment.
"I don't like it.
"It's making an ordinary golfer
a good golfer and that's what the
manufacturer wants. Did you ever
hear an ad that didn't say it would
make you hit it longer and
straighter?"
Nicklaus agreed.
"It's taking shot-making out of
the game," he said.
And that deeply concerns the
USGA, the spokesman said.
"We believe that a player should
not have an advantage because of
equipment. It is a consistent
policy. A player should win on the
basis of skill, not equipment, not
technology," Morris said.
Nicklaus, Watson and Greg Norman all agreed that the clubs
greatly enhance the performance
of weekend amateur players and
suggested that perhaps those
players should be allowed to continue to use them.
They also agreed, however, that
the clubs should not be allowed in
professional tournament golf.
Said Watson: "Maybe we should
have a ( PGA) tour rule."

Worth, Texas, were made the top
seeds, Navratilova as expected
and Becker in a surprise.
Becker is ranked second in the
world behind Czechoslovakia's
Ivan Lendl, but has won
Wimbledon the past two years and
Is at his best on grass courts. He
won the Stella Artois tournament
on grass at Queens Club on Monday, beating American Jimmy
Connors 6-7, 6-3, 6-4. Connors, a
two-time Wimbledon winner, is
seeded seventh.
Lendl and West Germany's Steffi Graf, the men's and women's
champions at the French Open
earlier this month, were seeded
second at Wimbledon. Mats
Wilander, runner-up to Lend! at
Paris, is No. 3 among the men.
while Chris Evert, a three-time
Wimbledon champion, is seeded
third among the women.
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SCOREBOARD
Just Moved
"My new office
means I can serve
Like a good neighbor,
your family insurState Farm is there
ance needs. Call or State Farm 31 '15U/dr- We Lorrljj,,
,
drop in anytime.
Home Off•ces Bioomongton

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
.4iMERICASI-LAtit I.
Cala Di•ittion
14
I.
Pct.
GB
Toronto
31,
630 2'2
New York
60
lit
'25
loetrint
27
33
55
'
0
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5‘t
2
Milwaukee
32
27
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.26
34
4S4552 1614
.2k
35
444 12
(14,4'1,1E14
22
361 17
330
%est INvision
M
I.
Pet.
4.11
Minnesota
36
77
571
Oakland
2*
33
541
2
Kansa, Cit..,
31
2$1
517
Seattle
31
32
492
California
29
34
460
7
Trx41,
33
26
441
k
t 'till ago
23
37
383 1 its
Monday's Games
New Yori, 9 Baltimore 2
Detroit 2 Toronto 1
Oakland 7 Kansas City 6
Minnesota 5 Milwaukee o
Texas 9 California 7
Seattle A Chicago 2
Only games scheduled
TuerdaY's Games
Baltimore , Dixon 3-6, at New York Hod
son
Boston i Nipper 5-5. at Cleveland t St hrorri
4-5, in,
Detroit
Robinson 4 2 i at Toronto
iJOhnSbn 3 S• i ,
Oakland Ontiveros 2-1i at Kansas City
Anderson U 1 , in,
Minnesota i Iola 5-5, at Milwaukee i('rim
in•
Texas .Guzman 4.5, at California
iCanclelaria 5-2. .n •
Chicago
'II;

Allen

3 at Seattle I Moore 2*

•41106 41.LE 44.1 F
Eattl Division
14
I.
P,t
344

St Loon,
Montreal
Chu ago
New York
h
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pthia

-7-44
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29
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Kest Division
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Houston
San Frare is,,
Atlanta
Hy.:
4,1
to, Angeles
San I Heim
44,
:P
Monday..11.arnes
Philadelphia :4 Chi,ago
Houston AI. t
innat:
Pittsburgh a
morar....14 N.-. York 4,
Ofliy game, scheduled
Tuesday 5. Gan.,
Philadelphia K i:ros, 4
Trout 2 1.
•••h
New V.lrk 1,e1
3-6 ,n
San Frain 1st.,
i Alexander 2 1 • •
('ins Innati
Power 72
at
Demi..., 5 2
n
Pittsburgh
I n-ahek 1 4
Conroy 3-2
n
Los Angel., I
.11
4Show 2*, 4n/
litiedaraday'n town,
Philadelphia at Chicago
Ls-. Angeles at San Diego
San Vrancisco at Atlanta
New York at Mtmtreaf
Cincinnati at Houston •
Pittsburg?, at St LOU,' • ';

Medisesday's Games
Detroit at Toronto
Minnesota at Milwaukee
Chicago at Seattle
Baltimore at New York • n
Boston at :let:eland
Oakland at Kansas City , n ,
Texas at California . n

Monday's Sports Transactions
BASF:BUT
1merican League
BOSTON KED SOX -Signed Pau; Brow!
pits her Pedro Mattile salt her and /ohn
outfielder
MI1.14 At.REF. BRE14ERS- Signed Bill
Speirs shorditop
OAKLAND .ATHF:LTICS- Pia. ed Joaquin
Anduiar pitcher on the 15-day disabled list
Recalled Dave Von Ohlen pitcher from
Tacoma of the Pa, di( Coast League
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Signed
NI....
Sanchez pitcher and assigned him 14, St
Catharines of the New York Penn 1..agu.

...Atonal I Araato•
,1 I
Cl
- Itt••
Isr•tl, 1".4.4
i'Altheiro outfielder
d
143.04
tation
A.
Ass.
Arne', an
Trout pitcher from tro• 15 41a, 11,-.tri',.;
Optioned Drew Hall and Mix,
(.44.'._',';

4 her, to Iowa
ir.
VIONTRF.A1
• .1
1.W:shields infielder d1111
Hrwdenton ol the
k pat her
Chris
le,
F.1114
her
Ret ailed Jeff Parrett
dianapolis of the Amernan SAA,A.
Randy St Claire pitcher to Intl-triai.,

•,

•

Lorry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

759-9888

FREE CHECK-UP.

Gulf service stations haven't forgotten how important it is to help you take
core of your cot. That's why when you come to Gulf for gasoline, we
give you a good going over. We check under the hood and clean your
windshield. And anything else you wont us to check. So next time, stop
at Gulf.
Ado Laundry - 10th & Chestnut
Murray Gulf - 12th & Glendale
Euclid' Gulf - 2nd & Main
University Gulf - 10th & Chestnut

1987 323s
•1000

de
Discount

Something Fun For Everyone
*Crest
*Riviera Cruiser
*Harris Flote-Bote

1987 626s

•2000 Discount
(includes '900 Mazda accessories free or '900 factory
cash back)

lii Don't buy a car or
truck in June unless you
check with us. We are
determined to have the
best sales month ever!
(Carroll Mazda! Ranked in the top 8% of Mazda Dealers in Customer
Satisfaction in 1986.)

•2000 Discount

6•441

1987 Mazda

Discount
•1500 Discount
on 4X4's
•1000

411

Take A
Closer Look

Carroll Mazda

20-30 Now Pontoons In Stock
1/
1
2 mills from Murray
on 94 East
7534116

800 Chestnut
Murray, Kentucky 42071

•

•
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of a cemetery, he said,'What a pity
it will be seen only by those for
whom it is too late. It would
accomplish more on the bulletin
boards of high schools and colleges.'
"He died one week ago at age 72.
Please print it once more for my
beloved father.
FAITHFUL READER

Best Father's Day
Present Is a Gift

(
Mau

From Your Heart

And here it is:

and look at the green grass above
them, I wonder if God will ever
forgive me for the heartaches I must
have caused them.
"I pray that you will print this,
Abby, to tell those who still have
their parents to visit them and show
their love and respect while there is
still time. For it is later than 'you
think.
TOO LATE"

"DEAR ABBY: I am the most
heartbroken person on earth. I
always found time to go everywhere
else but to see my old, gray-haired
parents. They sat home alone,
loving me just the same.
"It is too late now to give them
those few hours of happiness I was
too selfish and too busy to give, and
now when I go to visit their graves

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR READERS: This Sunday is Father's Day. You're
broke? Not to worry. Here's a
suggestion for • Father's Day
gift that won't cost you a dime,
but will probably be the best gift
your father has ever received
for any occasion.
It doesn't matter if you're 8
years old or 60, if you're lucky
enough to have a father, sit
down and write him a letter. It
doesn't have to be a literary
masterpiece; just a few sentences telling him how much he
means to you, and why, will do.

Of course, if you are in a chatty
or sentimental mood, go ahead
and express the thoughts you
may have found difficult to
verbalize. And when you sign it,
be sure to add the date. Long
after the neckties, shirts,
sweaters and wallets are worn
and discarded, I'll bet your
Father's Day letter will remain
- tucked away for safekeeping
with the rest of Dad's important
papers.
How do I know? Mine were.
•••

"DEAR ABBY. My father wrote
to you at least 12 years ago, and you
put his letter in your column. You
printed it twice on reqqest. My
father had it framed, and when we
brought him here to live with us, he
earned it in his hands for fear it
might be damaged or lost.
"When he heard his letter had
been framed and hung in the chapel

THIS COUPON IS YOUR

01 III

PASSPORT TO FLORIDA SUPER SAVINGS

50

Vacation
▪ at these
•

▪ kc.eut9.1„,vv,
I and pay only

•

DEAR ABBY: Please rerun the
enclosed letter so your young readers can see it. It may help them to
see the light.
SAVANNAH SENIOR 2

NIGHTLY
PER PERSON
DOUBLE OCC.

Ft. Pierce/Oceanfront
2600 N. AlA
Ft. Pierce, Florida

Melbourne/West #2
10900W. New Haven Ave.
Melbourne, Florida

Merritt Island #2(near Cape Canaveral)
260 E. Merritt Island Causeway
Merritt Island, Florida

Melbourne/Riveriew 01
4400 S. Harbor City Blvd.
Melbourne, Florida

Melbourne/Oceanfront #3
2600 A1A
Melbourne. Florida

OrlandoiWest In Ocoee
Hwy. 50 & Maguire Rd.
Ocoee, Florida

•••‘6•.

or

use the Hohdex -

FLORIDA \-k

564)0i. 5.

1-800-HOLIDAY

s.....-1

1 am interested in
obtaining some Bank of
Murray stock and will
Par a reasonable price.
Please rsiply to: P 0
Box 1040 A, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
HEED a cake for the
special someone, or lust
for the heck of it. Call
PAM'S CAKE HUT. Our
cakes are made fresh to
order, we use only the
best of ingredients and
our prices are just as
great. Once you see & bite
into that cake you'll know
why so many others de
pend on Pam's Cake Hut.
We try harder because we
want to. 759-4492.
NEW Concord Family
Hair Station will now be
open on Tuesday 9A.M.
6P.M. Perms, $20. Frost
and color. 436-2714.
SILK screening, em
broidery, sew on letter
ing, caps, T-shirts, golf
shirts, jackets, sweats.
Faye's, next to Pagliai's
753 7743. Group discounts

SURPRISE Dad with a
big cookie & balloons. My
Favorites, 004 Coldwater
Rd. 759-1319.

poEsT NEATNE5f, COUNT
k1R Aro/Troia AN`NORE7,'

IT IS' BOT
wriAT ABOL7
7,4 5 PAPER'

111

2 .Notice
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mita

1967 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Port-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the LAI. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
will hove to pay the
first $520.00 before
Medicare
Pays
anything. For free information call:

PAANCY•in
A
DIDN'T
KNON
elAS
BOTAERNG
'-10()
p.,0e

TiAATS 714E TROUBLE
RIDING IN THE
CAR NO MATTER
WAY YOU DO, YOU'RE
AL0,1A45
einING CN

Eeocxe.'s

NigiVrA
• FR'
111

op

'That does it, Sid . You yell 'tarantula' one more
time and you're gonna be wearin' this thing."

McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"oyirmovedir

Jerry

5 Lost and Found
LOST Saturday several
keys on a black key ring
with initials AARP with
lights inside key ring.
753-7379 after 6P M.
6.

ACROSS

/\tr.141
2

rg,
ThE PROPOSA,-

THE PHANTOM

NEED a summer job?

Help Wanted

••••••••••=m.....

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY Internal
Auditor- Resonsible for
a broad range of duties
including establishment
of internal financial
controls, prevention
and detection of abuse,
cost benefit analysis,
efficiency studies,
Foundation accounting
and other accounting
related tasks. Primary
emphasis for 2 to 3
years will be the de
velopment and im
plementation of finan
cial policies and pro
cedures. Qualifications
are: Bachelor's degree
in Accounting; two (2)
years experience in

Affirmative Action
Employer. Applications
from racial minorities
and women are es

aecially encouraged.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
THESE MEATBALLS OF
YOURS ..HOW MANY GAmE6

1

communications skills
and a warm outgoing
personality for a new
business with new pro
ducts. Send resume to
P.O. Box 659, Murray,
KY 42071.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if : (1 lyou do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EIDE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Call
Council
JTPA
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753 9378 between 8130
12:005 days a week.

Accounting; certifica

NANCY

YEAH,
SHE
CAUGHT
ON FAST

EXCELLENT income
for part time home
assembly work. For
info. call 5044414003
Ext. 8017.
FULL-TIME orderly
janitor for personal
care home. Some
maintenance experience preferred.
Apply in person only.
Fern Terrace Lodge,
1505 Stadium View Dr.,
Murray. E.O.E.
HIRING! Governmenf
jobs your area. $15,000
$68,000. Call (602)838
8885 Ext. 684.
NEEDED Salesperson
with good telephone

tion as a Certifeed
Public Accountant or
Certified Internal
Auditor, or certification
must be obtained within
one (1) year of em
. ployment. Position is
available immediately.
Salary for position is
low to mid 20's. Letters
of application with the
names and telephone
numbers of at least
three (3) references
should be mailed to:
Director of Accounting
and Financial Services,
2nd Floor Sparks Hall,
Murray State Univers
ity, Murray, KY 42071.
Deadline for resumes is
July 15, 1987. Murray
State University is an
Equal Opportunity/

t ,
0 111
1%

5&T LUGG
SURE PICKED
UPOUCKLY
ON THiNGS
AROLJC
,
HERE

6. Help Wanted

CAR wash- Clean inside
and wash, $10; clean
inside, wash and wax,
$20. 753-0595, ask for
Mickey Jones or Lance
Allison.

PUBLIC NOTICE

N./

%
it Phone
Now

DISCOVER a new feeling
Of color confidence that
comes from knowing you
look your best. Free color
analysis and makeover.
Gene & Jo's call for ap
Dointment 753•4320.
114E Gold Nugget, wes
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
GLASS work Glass for
cars, trucks, homes,
businesses, boats,
mobile homes. Glass
table tops & mirrors cut
to size and shape.
Insulated glass & patio
door glass Repair
storm windows & doors.
Replace store fronts &
doors, closers & hinges.
Also, we have a line of
ceramics and do some
types of odd jobs and
home improvement
work. M&G Complete
Glass Co. ph. 753-0180,
Dixieland Center.

2.Notic•

The State Board of Education has
scheduled a public hearing on a proposed
school facilities plan for Murray Independent School District. The hearing is open
to the public and will convene at 3:30 p.m.
Monday, June 22, 1987, at the Board of
Education office, Murray, Kentucky.
The proposed plan is available for public
inspection from 8•:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the
central office. Individuals or groups who
wish to speak at the hearing are encouraged to notify Superintendent Jeffrey at
502-753-4363 on or before June 22 and to
have a prepared statement that can be left
with the hearing officer. Anyone having
questions regarding the plan and/or hearing procedure should contact Superintendent Robert Jeffrey.

• Not ava.lable a: a.l hoteis °Val Labor Day.
Coupon cannot be used in conjunction wth any other special c•Ier
Special rate avai.able only :t you ask for it on first request for reservat.on
Or present tris coupon at tg-ne et cr'.eck in Price yal,d to Dec 31. 1987'

Phone us from any -k•ZAAls
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ON THEM'?
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SHOW

1 Youngsters
5 Immovable
8 Southeastern
European
12 Encourage
13 Arabian
garment
14 Winglike
15 More diligent
17 Pretentious
home
19 Gravestone
20 Evaluated
21 Depend on
23 Conceal
24 Suitable

26 Surfeited

SAY, 1 RESiGti'

28 That female
person
31 French
article
32 Brown kiwi
33 That thing
34 Evil
36 Breathe
loudly

In sleep
38 Ocean
39 Goddess of
discord
41 Woody plant
43 Founded
45 Rants
48 Places in
line
50 Declare
-.1
51 For fear that
52 Cover
54 Great Lake
55 New York
baseballers
56 Still
57 Jump

DOWN
1 Flaps
2 Border on
3 Sahara, e g
4 Steps over
a fence
5 Equality
6 Hebrew
month

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ALPS
SPOT
EM Si
UEAT
pi. i A LE
P AOIE R
LID U COT
R I ATAS
ANE
RE ID AO ADD
I RO SMEARS
B
CIA
HO DO RA
EA
R E U T ED OR
UA D
UP
ASI
UH AM
ARTIST
COMPARE
STOR
ALE
POE R
GIR I
RED
EUNE
REA
7 Spigot
8 Dinner
course
9 Makes happy
10 Speed
contest
11 Raised

Sell Avon, start your
own business. No ex
perience necessary, will
train. For information
call 753-0171.
N o experience
Needed
necessary
people with good corn
munications skills and
warm outgoing per
sonalities. Above aver
age wages to $400 per
week. Excellent for
housewives, students or
others needing flexable
hours. Work from
home Write . Charlie
Winters Winter & Co ,
Box 264, Paris, Tn
38242.
OVER the road truck
driver needed. 2 years,
verifiable experience,
East Coast experience
502/365 3140.
PART time help
Able bodied
needed
man needed for part
time work during
daytime. No regular
schedule. 753 4652,
8A.M. 4P.M.
SEEKING highly
motivated, experienced
customer service re
presentative to handle
commercial property/
casulty insurance ac
counts in our Benton,
KY office. Send resume
to . David A. Moffitt,
Peal & Holland, Inc.
P.0 Box 97 Benton, Ky.
42025 No phone calls
please
URGENTLY seeking
RNs for all patient care
areas, ICCU, 12 hr
Shifts, ER, 013/Med
Oweata
Surg Contact
L. Williams, RN,
Director of Nursing,
Marshall County
Hospital, Benton, KY
502 527 1336 Come on
our family
W ANTED
Pro
fessional floor covering
installer able to lay
Carpet, vinyls, hard
inlaid and tile Must
have references and
guarantee own work.
Apply in person Joe
Smith Carpet, Hwy. 641
N., 753 6660.

Dependabie maintenance man 30 yeaiiii
old or over capable
withou:
working
supervision 40 ho:;'
week. Flexible hours
Job includes painting,
flat top roofing, elec
Inc repairs and etc
Must have transportation. $4:hr base pa
plus the following
benefits paid
company.
#1-100%
socia
security retirement
fund payments
02-workman's compensation
insurance premiums
03-state unemployment insurance
#4-Federal unemployment insurance
05-all state & federal
income tax deductions for 3 OT more
dependants
1/6-S15/week gas
reimbursement
Applications can be
picked up & left in
labeledtox in front of
M&G Glass in DixShopping
ieland
Center
No phone calls please.

16 Lampreys
18 Dry

22 Exciting
storiescolloq.
23 "Crimes of
the-"
24 Priest's
vestment
25 spot - soup
27 Also
29 Hasten
30 Greek letter
35 Stop
36 Take one's
part
37 Is human
38 Strict
10 Leases
42 Artist's stand
43 Soothing

ointment
44 Toward
shelter
46 Silkworm
47 Walk
49 Pigpen
60 Daidereus
53 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
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CLASSIFIEDS
16. Home Furnishings
6. Help Wanted
PERMANENT ALL wood bunk-bed WM
housekeeper needed, 1 chest, $135. Call 436-2482.
sale very cheepor 2 days a week, must
be dependable and like beautiful Chintz sofa a. 2
children. Send resume crushed velvet high
and references to P.O. backed chairs, William
Allen Furniture. Used
Box 1040-M.
''PLUM Tree Resfau- only 6 months. Call
753-2420
after 3p.m.
r ant"on
641 North needs: OLD 12 Inch round
table,
large center post,
Waiters, waitresses,
cooks, baker and $60. 753-4862.
general maintenance
man. Apply In person 19. Farm Equipment
from 9A.M.-12P.M.
cultivator, US.
Call 435-4326.
9. Situation Wanted
22. Musical
bEPENDABLE stude
nurse with experience, UPRIGHT piano,
willing to care for new condition, $200. 489-2435.
borns to 18 months, in my
home, Mon.-Fri. 753-2326. 24. Miscellaneous
-eeze,
GENERAL house and of- rcerTrs=rTilm=
fice cleaning. 5 years ex- Sears, 5 years old, $325.
perience. References 489-2308 or 489-2360.
supplied. 759-4604 or753- 157 MAGNUM Smith a,
8642.
Wesson, $300. Antique
do house clean- buffets, $175 & $85. Sears
ing, $5 per hour or Kenmore sewing
minimum $20 per job. machine, $50. Antique
References. 759-9510 bookcase, $395. Dining
after 4P.M.
room suite- tables, 6
chairs & matching hutch,
10. Business Opportunity
1300. Call 435-4433.
AGAPE ore will assist 4 CHROME wheels, fif
your organization in the 4-wheel drive, 15x10,
sales and marketing of $100 for set. Chrome
your products and/or push bar for 4-wheel
services. In addition we drive, $40. Set of
Will assist new com- Bulldog rails, $30. 753panies in start-up or 1392 or 753-0525.
troubled companies 4 LOTS in Murray
with their own special Memorial Gardens, 1550
problems. Contact: each. 247-9441 or 247Agape Core, Box 592, 3986.
Murray, KY. 42071.
4x8 UTILITY trailer with
sides, $250. Call 435-4326.
1 1 . Instruction
OR sale- Model 1033
Xerox copier and stand.
LEARN TO DRIVE
3 years old, Perfect
TRACTOR-TRAILER
condition. 5 paper tray
sizes, 8-1/2x11; 81/2x14; 5- 1 /2 x8-1/2;
1 1 x 1 7; 1 1 x 8 - 1 /2.
Machine inlarges to
154% and reduces to 65%,
lightens and darkens
Aocohddiod School
and will make up to 99
Animal Aid Avie
copies on one setting.
ALLIANCE
Phone 753-2613 for
kihOraCt
information.
P••••14, • .4,
sale- Tilt trailer
Cell Toll Free Anytwne
for riding lawn mower
or garden tractor, excellent condition, $100
753-4862.
14. Want to Buy
FOR sale- Whirlpool
300-930 GALLON propane washer and frigidaire
tank, good condition. Call dryer. 492 8680 after
436-5821.
5P.M.
WANT to buy Ear corn. FRIGIDAIRE large
Kirksey Feed Mill, 489- chest type freezer, runs
2515.
good. 436-2165.
WANT to buy: Standing GOOD used air
timber on shares or will conditioners- 110 volt &
pay cash. For sale: 220 volt, refrigerators,
Portable welder, 400 freezess, electric rangesamp, $500 or best offer. Hodge & Sone 753-4669.
435-4291 or 753-0467
-JUNE Special- New
push -mowers- Wheel
15. Articles for Sale
Horse- Toro- Southland.
78 SKYLARK trailer, From $109 and up.
22'; 1980 Kawaski; 1975 Stokes Tractor, IndustHonda. 436-2976.
rial Rd., 753-1319.

FOR

/ ROW

WILL

r

rOR

1-800-334-1203

Estate Auction
Friday afternoon, June 19th at 5 p.m. at the
late Mrs. Olga Bouldin trailer home at
Kirksey, Ky. Take Highway 299 to Kirksey
to Beech Road, 2nd house on right.
Will sell a nice mobile home 10' x 55', 2
bedrooms, 1% baths. Will sell with
furniture.
Other items to sell: automatic washer &
dryer-nice table & chairs-metal cabinet.
nice microwave oven-cast ironwear-old
mixing bowls-good chest freezer-electric
sewing machine-nice color TV-beautiful
twin bed-heaters & fans-table lamp-wall
clock-nice wagon seat-pot & pans-large
G.E. air
conditioner-stereo radio
combination-brass knob canes-gallon glass
Jugs-one row Black Hawk corn planter-3
point potato digger-large shop anvil-pipe
vise-new car ramps-lawn & garden tiller-8
H.P. electric start Snapper riding mower-8
H.P. A.M.F. electric start riding mower-5
H.P. tiller-good push mower-1-8 H.P. riding
mower-one 7 H.P. riding mower-will sell a
large lot of mower & tiller parts-some shop
tools-set of Poplar side boards for long wide
pickup truck-20' extension ladder.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Terms: cash day of sale.

Dan Miller, Auctioneer
435-4144
Liscensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. M1281
Darrell Beane-Terry Pasch$1-Auctioneers

-HELP WANTEDExperienced Grill Cook Is Needed
*Mature individual with several years experience preferred.
*Salary based on qualifications & experience.
"In addition to salary, we pay incentives based on performance."
Please Apply In Person Between 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
daily

Majestic Steak & Pizza Restaurant
Mayfiekl, Ky.

700 S. 9th St.

247-2541

UNIVERSAL HOUSING INC.
1578 Ft Campbell Blvd

Clarksville, TN 615-552-6948

-YOUR WHOLESALE VOILE NONE

ourisr

We Rome Ow Own
Free Dellvery & Setup
1987 14x70 Fleetwood 2 or 3 BR, Nations 01
Seller, $700 Down di $163/mo.
1987 14' Wide -2 BR $500 down & $148/mo
1987 24x44 Double Wide, Shingle Roof, Wood
Siding, $1000 Down & $246/mo.
11 Double Wide* In Stock!
Over 25 2 & 3 OR IlIngle Wklee In Stock!
7 Used Hoene In Stock,
"Ws Haw The Largest Selection
Of Mobile Homes he AIM* Tennearee"

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!
"Drive A UM* & Savo A Lot"

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts fir Rent

LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acres Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
OP1IMOL- The 11 2
cycle engine oil now for
4 cycle also. See at
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd., 753-1319.
RUBBER bed mats for
all pick-ups. Stokes
Tractor, Industrial Rd.
753-1319.
SERVICE after the sale
at Stokes Tractor, In
&atrial Rd., 753-1319.
TANDY 64K color
computer 2, cassette
recorder, DMP110
triple mode printer,
software and ac
cessories... manuals
included. All for $500
Call 435-4349.
TORO the IT weed
trimmer. See at Stokes
Tractor, Industrial Rd.,
753-1319.
USED riding mowers,
all sizes and all prices.
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd., 753-1319.
WE buy, sell and repair
air conditioners. Call
Dill Electric 759-1577.
W=o
Thie
,
-IFF7747
and Tecumseh engine
parts. For all your
service needs see us at
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd., 753-1319.
Wrrfrrstraw for
Call 753-8156 or 753-6401.

1 BR furnished upstairs
apt. Small deposit. No
pets. $165 per month. 306
N. 4th St. Call 7535263.
/ BEDROOM apar-4
ments for rent at ErW:
bassy Apartments.
Families and married
couples welcomed. Now
renting 1 bedroom
apartments. Call 7531530.
1 or '2 BEDROOM
apartment near downtown Murray. Call 7534 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6650 or
436-2844.
/ BEDROOM duplex,
all appliances, good
neighborhood, near
shopping center. $275
per month. Call 753 2967
after 1P.M

2 6 . TV

Radio

/ USED Zenith console
color televisions. $50
and up. 753-2900 or after
5P.M. 753-5702.
LEASE TO OWN 25"
console TV with remote,
$53 a month. Murray
Rental & Sales. 753-8201
LEASE To OWN- Wireless remote VCR, $32 a
month. Murray Rental
& Sales. 753-8201.
LEASE TO OWN 19
color TV, $28 a month.
Murray Rental & Sales.
753-8201.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
14x70- TRAILER on
100x247 lot with 8x10
storage building 4/10
mile out on Hwy 280,
directly across from
Fish and Wildlife Bldg.
Moving Must sell. 7536531 or 753-4904.
1981- 14x70 SALEM,
bdrm., 2 bath, fireplace,
central gas heat and air,
partially furnished including all appliances
and some furniture, outbuilding, located at Fox
Meadows 759-9452.
BUILDING house musf
sell or take over
payments. 1984- 14x60 2
bedrooms, 1 bath,
$9,900. 489-2868 after
6P.M.
DOUBLEWIDE
Located near Kentucky
Lake- Great summer
home. 753-896-4.
HOUSE trailer for sale:
12x60, 3 bedroom, 1-1/2
baths, priced to sell
Call 502-328-8259. Can be
seen in Coach Estates
B-3.
MOBILE home 8x32,
double axle, air, power
pole, $995. Call 753-8061.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent

2 BEDROOM duplex for
single or couple, air
conditioner, gas heat,
out 121 North. $125 a
month. 489-2595.
BROWN gable
townhouses in Benton
now available for leas'
ing. Enjoy the quiet,
peaceful life. Custom
decorated, 2 and 3
bedroom, 1 1/2 and 2
1/2 baths. Spacious
design, fully equipped
kitchens. All maintenance provided. These
units must be seen to
appreciate their quality. 527-1481 for an
appointment.
DUPLEX for rent, T
block from MSU cam
pus. $165 per month.
753-1914 or 753-2649.
rent: 1 or 2 BR apts.
Water furnished. Start
ing at 5144. Murray
Manor Limited. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Call 753-8668.
MUR• Cal a pf-s7-"Fri3F
thwood Dr. 1 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
MURRAY'S newest
apartments. Private.
Two bedrooms, all appliances. University
view. Condo style $375.
753-8096.
NICE 1 bedroom and
nice 2 bedroom apart
ments near university,
carpet, gas heat, water
furnished. No pets.
489,2244.
NICE 1 bedroom apar
tment near University.
No pets. Deposit. Call
after 5P.M. weekdays
or anytime weekends
753-9393.
NICE 2 bedroom unfurnished apartment.
Stove, refrigerator,
central air and heat. No
pets. $265 month. 753
0860.
3 bedroom apar
tment, just re
decorated. Stove and
refrigerator, A/C,
close to campus
$250/month. 753-7176.
NICE large duplex,
central gas heat and
air, appliances and
curtains furnished,
available 7/1, lease/
deposit required, no
pets, $285 month. 759
1087.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR
Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
TIRED of big utility
bills? We have a nice 1
bedroom apartment for
you, furnished or un
furnished. 753-3949 or
753-9577.
TWO 2 bedroom apartments, no pets. 753-0521
or 4.36-2165.

ror

NICE

1 k ND -2 bedroom
trailers in city limits.
No pets. 753-9866 or
753-2365.
BEDROOM, East side
of Murray. $130 month
plus $130 deposit. 7539227 after 5:30P.M.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or 34. Houses for Rent
unfurnished, some new
BEDROOM. Water,
furniture, natural gaswasher, dryer and ap
electric, air con- pliances furnished.
ditioned. Shady Oaks Natural gas. No pets.
753-5209.
753-3177
TRAILER for rent see )BEDROOMS, 2 baths,
Brandon Dill at Dill's formal living and dining
Trailer Court.
rooms, large dens.
Carpet and covered
30, Business Rentals
patio. In county. $385
OFFICE or small busi- month. Deposit and
ness space available in references required.
Southside Shopping Cen- 753-7443 or 489-2256.
ter. 753-6612 or 753-4509 or LARGE 4 bedroom
house in country. Lease
753-9386.
with option to buy. Call
753-5358.
31. Want to Rent

Small house on
waterfront. Excellent tenant.
at
Professor
M.S.U. No pets or
children. Need by
Aug. 1 or earlier.
Please call Pat in
Louisiana
318-988-0650 or
leave information
with secretary in
Communication
Dept. at MSU 762-4483. WI be
In Ky. June 23-26
to look for house.
32. Apt' for Rent

1721511-1.1Tell=
apartments, nicely
furnished, located near
campus. Days, 753-6111,
n
7534606.
1 JIDNOOM apartment located 1628-9
Miller Ave. $150 rent
Call 753and
3415 bsfsre 5P.M., 7537123 after SP.M.
2 1151511131W-depWii in
NorthWINHL 9265 per
month. 794-64111.

deposit.

37. Livestock-Supplies
SIAAMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls_ Per
formance & semen
tested. Excellent quai
ity. $650 8, up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522-8794
38. Pets-Supplies

r OR

sale
CFA re
gistered Persian kit
tens. Also, AKC
Pomeranian puppy
Call 753-5950.
SPRING sale. AKC
German Shepherds and
AKC Australian Cattle
dogs. Champion sired,
$100 up. Obedience
lessons, boarding. 436
2858.
40

Produce
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4 9 . Used Cars
53. Services Offered
53. SIKVICIDS Offered
MALIBU Classic, A 1 ENTERPRISE
'78
HAMILTON cultured
JUST listed a 9 year old
Immaculate 1983 buc 2 bedroom, 1 bath home hard -top, local car, Dealer in gas and wood marble and tile 643 Old
$1600. Call 753-6479.
Benton Rd. 753-9400
caneer, 24x60 doublew
burning appliances, of
with new carpet, car
ide, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, port and storage build
79 CORVETTE, low tering full service in
INSULATION blown in
with brick foundation. ing, close to lake and mileage, air, T tops. stallation. Also, by Sears. TVA ap
Approximately 1 1 /2 priced under $30,000. Best offer 753 3722.
fireplace repair. proved. Save on those
acres, including large Call Della at Century 21 '84 WHITE Escort hat 'Chimney cleaning high heating and cooldeck and satellite Loretta Jobs Realtors, chback L. 753 3697.
'Masonry 'Damper ing bills Call Sears
system. Suprisingly at
753-1492 or 753-2721.
IMPORT Auto Salvage- 'Bird screen *Hoods. 753-2310 for free
foitr
4le 759-4472 or NICE 3 bedroom brick Motors, transmissions, Free estimates. estimate.
753.
house in town, good starters, alternators, 753-0953.
FOR sale or rent- 25x411 location, recently re
etc. Come see our A I STUMP Removal.
store front, 5 rental apts., modeled, many good prices 474-2325
Reasonable rates, 10"
large lot, 1303 Chestnut features Call after
below surface. Call us
St., adjoining MSU. 615 5:30P.M for appoint
50. Used Trucks
before you decide. Free
262-0000.
estimates. 753-0906.
ment 753-0886
1973 FORD van, excel
INCOME property
Seller pays $1600 to lent condition, 12-16 APPLIANCE REPAIR.
Large house with 6 apts, buyer at closing! Three MPG, stereo, Rangier Factory authorized for
flow,
1
blk.
positive cash
Tappan, Kelvinator and
bedroom brick on cul-de tires. 436 2858
from MSU, owner mov
sac with 2 bedroom 1983 CJ 7 RENEGADE, Brown. Service on gas
ing overseas, must sell. furnished apartment
and electric ranges, PAINTING. Interior- ex
excellent condition,
753-9341.
microwaves, dis
Call Century 21 im
tenor, commercial- re
$5900. Call 474 2292.
hwashers, re
mediately for details.
1986 NISSAN King Cab, frigerators, etc. Earl sidential. Free estimates.
753-1492.
25 years experience.
1/2 ton, air conditio
44. Lots for Sale
THIS new listing has ner, JVC AM/FM Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
Tremon Farris- 759-1987.
kENTLZKY Lake lot. 1 just been redecorated cassette, nice. $6400. 5341.
PAINTING- interior, ex
APPLIANCE
acre, 12x60 mobile with ultimate of pride. 762 2559.
tenor. 25 years ex
SERVICE. Kenmore,
home, septic and well, Unusual cream carpet
'60 MODEL Ford pick up, Westinghouse, perience. Quality work.
$16,500. Home- 554-8128 appears hand
good running condition, Whirlpool. 26 years Reasonable rates. Free
or Office 442 3632. Ow
crocheted. Four be- 5300. Call 435-4326.
estimates •Yearry's
experience. Parts and
ner financing.
drooms plus office, rec
'79 CHEVROLET Custom service. Bobby Hopper, Painting 436-2245.
room, country kitchen
LOT in Maple Wood Es
PAINTING, carpentry
van, good condition, V 8, Bob's Appliance Ser
tates, 210'x140'. Call 753
and summer kitchen.
and yard work
Also,
Call us now at Century automatic, p.S., p.b., air, vice, 202 S. 5th St. small roof
2699.
work 753
tilt, cruise, AM/FM Business 753-4872, 436
NICE lot on 171, 6-1/2 21, 7531492.
0424.
stereo cassette, 19,000 mi
5848 (home).
miles North on natural
on engine, $3500. See at APPLIANCE Service on PROFESSIONAL win
gas lines. 180x300, $3600. 4 7 . Motorcycles
University Gulf, 5 Points
dow cleaner. 25 years
all' brands washers
Days- 753-1953 or nights 1980 CB 650 HONDA, 753 8124.
experience
Private
dryers- refrigerators
753-0870.
14,000 miles. Good con
homes and commercial
freezers electric ranges
TWO (V lots near Take dition. Call 759 1959 5 1
Campers
air conditioners. George stores. Call 1 901 782
in the Ledbetter Shores after 4P.M.
3670.
1979 23FT Midas Hodge & Son, #10 Dixie
Subdivision area. Ask- 1984 VF•500 R INTER
motorhome with Chev. land Shopping Center, QUALITY workmanship
ing $4,500 for each or CEPTOR, custom
400 eng., aux genera
frame & trim carpentry
753 4669
7,995 for both lots. If paint, excellent condi
tor, roof air, storage YARD landscaping, Remodeling, patio and
interested call 492-8247 tion, super trap exhaust
pod, 8'x14' awning and leveling driveways, fencing. D.L. Poole 435
or 492-8621.
system, metal braided screen room, gas/elec
4306.
hoses. $1850 Call after ref , 4 burner range blade work and bush
hogging_ Call 4365.430 or REMODELING inside
9P.M., 759-9002.
with
oven,
gas
furnace,
46. Homes for Sale
753 0659.
and out, roofing, lawn
1985 YAMAHA Virago 3 1/2 bathtub with
care. Also, painting
saws shar
2 BEDROOM house ana 1000 SE, 3,000 miles, shower, two closets, CHAIN
pened. 10" 12"
52.00. interior and exterior
2 lots overlooking Ken excellent condition. sleeps four, 30,495 ac
14" 16"
52.50. Located Call Willie for free
tucky Lake, Pine Bluff $2800 firm. Phone 759
tual miles S10,500. Call in New Concord
area. estimate 436-2326.
Shores, S12,000. Days- 1304.
753 4302.
Call 436-2878
753- 6660; nights 753
1986 350, 3 WHEELER
DARK blue aluminum CH1M Chim Chimney
6121.
489-2804.
InStallati011 and
topper for long wheel
2 BEDROOM home with 1986 YAMAHA • 275 4 base truck with roll out Sweeps spring cleaning
Repair of
full basement. 1 mile wheeler, low mileage, screen windows and 10% discount. Call now
Garage Doors
from lake. Ideal for star excellent condition, tinted bubble windows for an appointment
753 3445.
ter home. Priced to sell. $1675. 474,2292.
and Openers
With 6 clamps. Just 2
Call before 6p.m
FOR sale 1977 MR 2S0 months old. 5200_ 753
489-2739
753-1411.
Honda; 1979 XR 80 9429.
489-2153
2 BEDROOM re
Honda; 1982 ATC 200E
MONITOR 180, 18 self
modeled house and lot, 1 Big Red. 437 4171.
contained. Call after
ROCKY COLSON Home
mile West of Hazel on
5P.M. 753 2902.
Repair. Roofing, siding,
Faith Baptist Church 4 9 . Used Cars
SCOTTY camper with
painting, plumbing,
Road. 10' satellite dish
1953 DODGE Coronet porch awning and air
We
make
vow
old
concrete. Free es
Call after 5P.M. With
325 Cu. in hemi, conditioner, TV an
cahinets look like
492 8393.
timates. Call 474 2307 or
tenna, sleeps 4. $500,
runs, $375. CH 435-4433.
753-6973.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
new with wood grain
1973 VW SUPER Beetle, without air conditioner,
brick home with 2 car
SEWING Machine Relaminated plastic.
rebuilt engine, new $600 with. Also, 1977
attached garage, on 15
pair. All makes and
new doors. hardware
tires. $800 or best offer. LTD Ford with trailer
acres. 7 miles east of 753
models. Home & In
hitch, S500. 492 8510.
6218 or can be seen
and
counter
tops
Murray. S72,500. 436
dustrial. Bag closing
at 1802 College Farm
Many
styles
and
5574.
colors
52
Boats
Motors
machines. Also scissor
Road.
sharpening. 40 yrs.
1 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
Free estimates
1978 THUNDERBIRD, 15' STARCRAFT bass
tastefully decorated
experience.
All work
Murray
436-5560
condi- boat, 50HP Mercury,
guaranteed. Kenneth
fenced yard- good loaded, very fine
new
seats
and
carpet
tion, 400, V 8. $2450.
Barnhill, 753 2674,
neighborhood. Call af
$1250 Also, free pup
753-8115.
LICENSED"' electrician, Stella, Ky.
ter 5P.M for appont
pies
after
753
9785
1980 CAMARO, ef
residential and corn
ment 753 7903.
STUMP removal 10"
clean, runs 5P.M.
mercial. Air condition- below surface. In
BEDROOMS, new roof, ficient, V-6,
16
GALAXY
ski
boat,
8115
ing.
Sales
and
good. 52000. 753
service. expensive, clean, no
new carpet, new dis
walk through windhwasher, aluminum trim, 1981 FORD Granada, 4 shield with top, 85HP Gas installation and lawn damage. Sureway
repair
for
natural
and
nice neighborhood, low door, excellent condition. Mariner, USW. Snarp!
Stump Removal, 753
LP. Fred's Repair 753Call 435.4472 or 753-5602.
40's. 801 Sunny Lane 753
5484. Free estimates.
753
9785
or
753
3254.
7203.
981 PONTIAC T 1,000
7458,
WET BASEMENT? We
AM/FM stereo, p.s., p.b., 1979 15' BASS boat with MOBILE HOME make wet basements
1974
Evinrude
601-IP
Repair,
Specialist,
3 BR, ready to move into a.c. Call before 6p.m. 753
motor and trolling mo
leveling, underpinning, dry. Work completely
Fenced yard, large BR, 1412.
tor, $3000. 753 1392 or roofs, floors, plumbing, guaranteed. Call or
could be den, low utilities, 1982 OLDSMOBILE 753 0525.
wiring, washing,' write Morgan Conconvenient location. Well Cutlass Cierra BOAT & trailer with 415 hurricane straps. 759- struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
door,
built home. Call Century Brougham, 4
409A, Paducah, Ky.
h p Evinrude, S500 Call 48.50,
loaded. 753-9278.
21 753 1492.
42001 or call 1 442 7026
4.433
435
your
NEED
work
on
7 ROOM house, insulated, 1982 Z 28 PACE car with GLASTRON ski boat, trees? We can beautify
of
gas heat, city water, New T tops and lots
1973, walk thru wind
your yard by topping,
Providence Rd. $28,000. equipment, extra sharp
sheild, 16', 85 HP shaping, dead-wooding
Call 435-4429 or 753 6577.
Call 753-8061
Chrysler 0 B , excel
or removing dead or
CENTURY 21 jusf 1984 VOLVO 760 GLE, 4 lent mechanical condi
diseased trees_ For
closed out this week a door, grey, black inter
interior
tion, needs
satisfaction call the
two story home for ior, sun roof, 37,000 work. 753 3711.
proven professionals at
$82,500. Century 21 now miles, $11,800. 753 1362, HOUSEBOAT 34' Bover's Tree Service
needs another one to days; nights 436 5380.
753-0338.
The competifiberglass, 310 inboard
1985 HONDA Accord,
sell. Call 753 1492_
engine, generator, tion knows us • you
lots
of
clean
with
extra
CHARMING 2 bed
newly painted, stereo should too.
56 Free Column
equipment, nice family
room, beautifully de
and tape player, ODD lob specialist
435-4429
or
Call
car.
corated country home
microwave. etc. Fully ceiling fans, electrical, FREE 3 young dogs to
on 3 acres, lovely 753-6577_
equipped Call 436 2289 plumbing, fencing. You good home, small to
medium in size, take
shaded yard, only 5 '77 MONTE Carlo, Cap
after 6P M
name it, I do it. You
brown
swivel
seats,
tam
n
you pick 753-6619
miles West of Murray,
buy, I install. You
tan.
Call
metallic
and
must sell. 753-9349.
53. Services Offered
break, I fix. Call 436- FREE kittens to a good
after 5P.M. 759 4898
home. 753-8823
2868 evenings.
COLLEY Tree Service
sale by owner. 1
Keep your trees in
bedrooms, 2 baths,
shape by topping, prun•
brick, den with
ing, deadwooding,
fireplace, living room,
iFiymeny of Murray 6 Foci(
spraying, fertilizing, or
dining room, eat in
removal of unwanted
kitchen. Central air and
trees. Stump removal.
Custom Kitchen
heat pump, 2 car gar
Complete tree care. 14
(Formerly of Benton)
Cabinets
age. $70,000. 1619 Car
years experience. Free
dinal, 759-1119.
AN Types Of
estimates. 753 0366.
FOR sale by owner: 3
CONCRETE work,
Bedroom, 2 bath house in
patio, sidewalk, car
Canterbury. Family
port Free estimates.
room w/fireplace, dining
759 1202
room. Large redwood
CUSTOM built, single
deck, fenced yard with
'Drop by & see our showroom
tilt replacement win
lots of trees. Central air,
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - Manila Bunm BreedIA
dows, manufactured
gas heat, TVA insulation,
locally Jerry Atkins &
2 car garage. $75,000. 753
**********************
Associates 753 8407
9520.
1987 Olds Firenze LX
CUT air conditioning
costs with TVA ap
1987 Chev Celebrity
proved solar screens.
1987liceLP Seville
Jerry Atkins & As
1987 Olds Toronado
sociates, 753.8407
1987 Olds Calais GT
DIRTY?? Let our
1987 Chey S-10 Blazer
mobile cleaner work for
I 98C14,4,2Eldorado
you. We clean
98€'aI.DSevIlk
aluminum sided houses,
1986 Olds Cutlass
mobile homes, trucks
1986 Olds Toronado
and trailers Western
Kentucky Cleaning
Services. 527 7994
We Want Your Business
74ITCHELL Paving
Dustless Sanding
Let Us Prove It
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
901-642-3900
striping. Also,
Ho,\„, 79 VV Prins
Any 12 X 18 room or less limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading. Phone
Sanding, Sealing &
1537.
753
FENCE sales at Sears
Polyurethane Finish
now. Call Sears 753-2310
6
for free estimate for
your needs.
'Your Satisfaction Guaranteed"
"Sine 1954"
FOREIGN car repair.
354-451 27
Specialist on all im
ported cars. Deisel or
Benton, KY 42025
At. 4 Box 127
fuel injected. 489-2279.
most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.
GENERAL Building
Repair. 20 years ex
perience. Roofing &
painting, indoor & out3 bedroom,1% bath,central electric heat
door. Odd jobs. No job
& air, fenced back yard, tastefully
to small. 474-8057.
GUTTERING by Sears.
decorated thru out. Greatly reduced!
Sears c‘ntinvous gutNow offered in the 40's.
ters installed for your
Can
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
7511-4400
estimate

43. Real Estate
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Busy Bee's
House Cleaning
Service
753-0394
Ask For Bonnie.

Wulff & Sons
Kitchen Cabinet
Recovery

C.E.'s
Remodeling & small
plumbing jobs,

753-9626

FOR

Dan Taylor

Freddie Poe

Chevrolet
Oldsmobile
Cadillac, Inc.
of Paris, TN
GM Factory
Executive

By Owner, newly
/
2
offered, 3 BR, 11
bath, 2 car garage,
covered
patio
w/privacy fence.
Excellent location.
Reasonably priced.

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Rex Camp's Backhoe Service

Installing City Sewer & Water Lines

753-9224

SAVE SAVE

Bodeau Floor Sanding Co.

508 Blair St.
753-8666

11 I) I I!, 110\11

Summer Special

XI 1.

1B0

Don't miss the great savings
on this attractive home.

FOR

NOW RIPE
1% Acres

U-Pick
Blackberries
4011b.
Picking Hours:
6-9 a.m.; 5-9 p.m.

Johnny
Robortson Rd
7113-11110

Murray Lawn Service

Great location!

bffG Better Homes
& Gardens

•Lawn Mowing & Vacuuming
*Mulching
*Trimming
*Light Landscaping
*Light Hauling
Reasonable Rates-Free Estimates

474-8855
after 5 p.m.
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BRIGGS & STRATTON

CONGRATULATIONS
To everyone at our Murray Plant
the occasion of your
9ID CIID 9 CI Oth ENGINE
It

ABEyTA Rr'A
ADAMS EARL
ADAMS EDDIE
AHART CARON
ALExANDER AN,TA
A LEXANDER DANNY
ALLEN KERRY,
ALTON TIM
ANDERSON LILI
ANDERSON R SCOTT
ANDERSON STANLEY
ARFLACK FRANCIE
ARMSTRONG P BEN
A'K INS RICKY
BAILEY JIMMY
BAILEY JOANNA
BAILEY KEviA,
BAKER RON
BARKER cA.
'•.E
BARNE
BARR
BARk
BAR'_% FRANKLIN 0
BAFITL:, KAREN
BAZZL._ E3iLLA
BAZZE._ BOBBY
EIAZZELL KENN.E7H
BAZZE__ PHILLIP
BAZZE
RONN4E
BAZZEL- TIMOTHY
BEADLES JOHN
BEANE:
BEBBEI-

C JLP

MICKE Y

CULvER GARR r
CUNNINGHAM ALLEN
CUNNINGHAM DAVID
CUNNINGHAM DAVID P
CUNNINGHAM DEBBIE
CUNNINGHAM 3LENZiA
CURTIS CHOCK
CURTIS SCOTT
DANIELS DON
DANIELS RCN
DAVIDSON .GENE
'
DEVINE KELL
DICKEY CUR' S
DIX TIM
DODD LOGA%
DOWDY JEFF
DOWNEY DONNA
EDWARDS BRADLEY
EDWARDS 'ER
ELKINS CAR- OS
ELKINS DONNA
ELKINS THOMAS
ELLINGTON SAM
ELLIOT T MIKE
ELLIS BENDEL L
ELLIS JANIE
ERVVIN STEvE
F AZI CAWS
FERGUSON ,0CE 1
FERGUSON GREG
FOTSC- LI,...
FREN‘_.- : '. ',E.
F.JI--GAAAB_E
GARLA'..
GARLA'..
GARLA'.L, ''.'
GARLAND
GARNET'
GARFY.;.
GAY ._ .

-

mCKE f
PA'
RICKY
AMES
•,-..I)EE JAY
A _L.WELL ALTH,A
A%NADY BILLY
---PS BRENDA
:-F'NE' BRYAN
.RNETT
ARSON
7 A•

P
AI-SON I-MAN EDDIE
•':-.' P MAN JERRY
MERVEL
CHiLDERS SANDY
CISSELL JOE
c_ARK CRAIG
COLEMAN DAviD
COLLiNS CiARY
COLLINS PERRY
COLSON KAREN
COLSON ROGER
CONNER DAVID
:..ONNER vANESSA
COOPER ALMA
COOPER TOMMY
COSSET' DANNY
COSSEY KENNETH
COTHRAN DUSTY
COURSEY CHERYL
COURSEY JENGER
CRASS CAROLYN
CRIDER KEITH
CRIDER KEVIN
CROUSE KELLY
CRUTCHER WANDA

GEuR!,
, .:.. .,
GEJR ,, _:. . .
GOODMAN _ F A.-A
GORE MA'
GRAFF _4;-- •
GRAHAM -,,
GRAHAM • 1.•
GRAY A L MA
GRAY RONNIE
LGRA y .,0HN
GRAY LONNIE
GREEN DENN,S
GREEN Km
GREEN MARGiE
GREEN AA JANE
GREEN PAMELA
GRIMES Kim
GUHY CHRIS
GUPTON r I . •.
GuSTAFSC',
GUTHRIE , _ •
HALEY 44'''
HALL
A.. N
_o.
HANN:. A L — —,'
HARD,'. ,A.'.E
HARD.SON GARY
HARL AND MICHAEL
HARRIS LARRY
HARRSON BARRY
HARRISON JEFF
HARRISON MICHAEL
HARRISON ROBERT
HEINiG KEVIN
HENDERSON REDA
HENSON MIKE
HERNDON BARRY
HILL JENNIFER
HILLIARD MARvA
HOCKING DOUG
HODGES PA'
HOLLAND CINDY
HOOKS BETH
HOOPER DARREN
HoRNE DALE
HoRTON KEITH
HOUSDEN MARTHA
HOUSDEN TRACY
HOWARD DONNIE
HOWARD KATHRYN
HUDSPETH DANNY
JACKSON GERALD

JACKSON GERALD E
JACKSON RICHARD
JACKSON BOB
JACKSON SHIRLEY
JAMES ALICE
JAMES KENT
jAMES RUTH
JANOW STEVE
JENKINS KIM
JENNINGS EDWIN
JOHNSON BECKY
JOHNSON CHRIS
JOLLEY JEFF
JONES Ayr
JONES DONALD
JONES LINDA
JONES RICHARD
JONES RUSTY,JONES STEVE
KEESLAR KURT
KENDELL KATHERINE
KEY CL,FF
KEY JAMES
KEY PAUL
KEY SHELiA
KINCANNON MART Y
KING DICKIE
KING JENNIFER KINSE Y ELISE
KINSE Y JOHN
KINSOLVING BILLY
KORTE ROGER
KURZ CHRIS
LAMB RODNE Y
LAFSER TwiL LA
LANG BETTY
LANG BOB
LASSITER JIMMY.
LESLIE CAROLYN
LESTER SAMANTHA
LESTER STEVE
LEWIS EDDIE
LEWIS GORDON
LIND' TIM
LICHFIELD MARY
LORSON JiM
LOWERY L M
LUSK SCOTT
MABE QUINN
MARTIN ALAN
MARTIN JOHN
MATHENY KELVIN
MATHENY MARTHA
MATHIS TREVOR
MAyFIELD JOHN
MCCLURE JAMES
MCDANIEL RANDY
MCDANIEL WADE
MCCOr TIMOTHY
MCELROY KATIE
MCELROY KENNETH
MCGREW DANIEL
MCKINNEY RICKY
MCLEOD BARBARO
MANNING ANTHONY
MELTON LORI
MILBY MASON
MILBY ROGER
MILLER SCOTT
MILLS TODD
MOHuNDRO BETTy
MONTGOMERY RACHEL
MOORE LEKIE
MORGAN Tim
MORRIS BETTY
MORTON ED
MOSELEY CURTIS
MURDOCK DON
MYATT KENT
NEALE JAMES
NEEBLE RICKY
NORSWORTHy GREG
0 BRYAN JILL
OATES KIM
.
OeERST LAURA
OUTLAND BLAINE
OVERBEY DONALD
OWENS LAVERNE
PARKER CHARLOTTE
PARKHILL DAVID
PASCHALL DONALD
PASCHALL TERRY
PEERY ANN
PENDERGRASS FREIDA
PHILLIPS. CASEY

ARMSTRONG. JAMES HENRY
FuTRELL MARTHA SUE
KIMBRO BRENDA S
MANNING CHERYL ANN
PUCKETT NIDA JANE
TURNER MARY ELLEN
MARDIS. TERRY D
PRICE RONNIE R
WILLIAMS. BOBBY JOE
RAGE JOAN M
JOLLEY FRAN A
GARRISON MICHAEL WAYNE
WILLIAMS RICHARD LYLE
CAPPS DARRELL A
JONES MARK A
DICK, RANDALL W

WATTS CAROL
WEATHERFORD MARVIN
WEATHERLY HARRY
WEAVER, TERRY
WILKERSON. JOE
WILKINSON GARY
WILLIAMS BOBBYE
WILLIAMS CARLA
WILLIAMS LISA
WILLIAMS PATRICIA
WILLIAMS RICHARD
WILLIAMS SUE
WILLIAMS WENDY
WISEHART LARRY
WILSON MONTY
WILSON ROGER
WILSON WILLIE
WOODS JEAN
WORTHAM POPEYE
WRIGHT SUSAN
WRYE EDDIE
WYATT GREG
YOUNG STEVE

PHILLIPS DIANNA
PHILLIPS MYRNA
PHILLIPS SKIP
PHILLIPS STEVE
POTTS BILLY
PRESCOTT. MARK
PRIBNOW GARY
PRiTCHETT YVONNA
PRYOR IRVIN
QUIGLEY ROBERT
RAY HAZEL
RA YMER BILLY
RAYMER CAROLYN
RECK MATT
REDDEN CARY
REED PAM
REED PHILLIP
RETTKE MARK
RHONE LISA
RILEY JERRY
ROBERTSON DARREL
ROBERTSON KAYE
ROBINSON MARY
RODGERS TRACY
ROGERS BRUCE
ROSS BETTY
ROSS LAURIE
"ROWE -DEBBrE
RUDD BYRON
RYAN TINA
SANDERS DONNA
SCARBROUGH PAT
SCOTT RICK
SEAvERS DICKIE
SEYMORE LINDA
SHEA BETTY
SHERIDAN DANA
SIMMONS SHAWN
SIMMONS STEVE
SMITH GAYLE
SMITH JANE
SMITH KAREN
SMITH LARRY
SMITH WAYNE
SORRELS CAPON
SORRELS DENNIS
SPRADLING TAMMY
STARKS STELLA
STEPHENS BOB
STEPHENS ROBERT
STEWART DON
STOM AuBREY
STONE BEVERLY
STONE BEVERLY A
STROUD VIRGINIA
STUBBLEFIELD EDDIE
STUBBLEFIELD TERRY
STURGELL CHARLES
STUTESMAN CINDY
SUITER JUDY
SUMMERS CHUCK
TAPP GARY
TAPP TIM
TAYLOR CONNIE
TAYLOR GARY
TENLEY LARRY
THOMAS KENNY
THOMAS STEVE
THOMPSON DAVID
THOMPSON MIKE
THOMPSON JAY
THOMPSON LUCRETIA
THORNE DAVID
TODD RICHARD
TOWNSEND ROY
TRAVIS EDDIE
TUCKER GORDON
TUCKER JERRY
TUCKER SCOTT
TURNER LESLIE
TURSKA JEFF
USHER RUSSELL
VAUGHN JENNIFER
VAUGHN SCOTT
_
VIRANT JIM
VOUGHT DALE
WADE LARRY
WALKER CHRIS
WALKER JIMMY
WALKER ROSE
WALLACE DAVID
WALLACE LONI
WATSON ANITA
WATSON. DAVID
WATSON JUANITA

GARLAND TEDDY F
HOLT WILL J JR
THWEATT. JOE WAYNE
MCCUISTON, TERESA J
WATSON. MARY KATHLEEN
LEWIS. MITZI G
DOWDY, KAREN L
BLEVINS. TED W
HODGES STEVE DEAN
ELKINS TENA M

DANIELS. LYDIA
KELLEY JACKIE
HOLBROOK SHERRIE
HART. KAREN
JONES. TONYA
HILL. KIM
SMITH STEVE
KIMBRO SAMMY
ADAMS ALESHIA
REZEK ANNETTE
BROWN ALAN
ROGERS. RICKY
HARRISON. MAXIE
HUTSON. STEVE
OWENS. SHELLIE
ARFLACK KEITH
LUCY OLGA
LUCY ANTHONY
MOODY. KENT
ELKINS MELISSA
WRIGHT JAMES

INGRAM SHARON
POI.LOCK, CRYSTAL E
PHILLIPS, FAYE •
YOUNG, LORETTA J
MCGEHEE DARLENE M
KELLEY. PHILLIP C
HILLIARD ANTHONY L
RAY MONTY F
AUSTIN MICHAEL E
BRAME, DANNY A
COLLEY RONNIE A
MOODY ULDINE W
BURTON KIMBERLY ANN
GROGAN SANDRA ANN
MOODY SHERYL S
SMITH CYNTHIA K
FRENCH WANDA J
EiARDISON LEONA F
SHERIDAN MARTY LEE
MILBY LAURA LYNN
PHELPS KIMBERLY ANN
BRAY JOHN W
COWART CHRISTOPHER A
WEAVER LORI B
PURYEAR JENNY T
BOWLES JERALD G
DOWDY SHARON DENISE
BROWN BRENT H
CANTER KEITH E
PuRYEAR WILLIAM BRIAN
DUNNING THOMAS ROY
SHEPHERD PATRICK L

SMALLEY MADGE E
DOWNS TERRY ALLEN
DARNALL. GARY M
STEMBRIDGE. SONYA LYNN
PATTERSON KATHY M
LANGSTON. JUANITA JUNE
WILSON DARON NIX
ROBERTS JEFF A
TUCKER RODNEY A
TUCKER. JAMES DENNIS
ROBERTSON, DENNIS P
RADER MATTHEW R
GRAY. SCOTT EDWARD
JONES. JEFFERY R
COX BELINDA ODOM
SULLIVAN JILL
MANESS JOHN DAVID
DUMAS RICKEY DWAINE
EDWARDS. JUDY F
HILL. BRENDA S
CHANDLER VIVIAN GAIL
COURSEY RAY GENE
SHIPLEY. JANNETTE DANIELE
DECKER, DAVID E
LOVETT. TONY LEE

ELLINGTON SAM C
GRAY DARYL R
CONNER VALERIA L
CREWS JULIAN B
HAYDEN CHRISTY L
MASSIE DEBRA KAY
MURRAY BILL M
SPANN CONNIE E
TIMMONS MARK B
UNDERWOOD 'PATRICK N
HODGE DANNY M
HESTER ROBERT G JR
JAMES DAVID A
KING BRENDA K
MCNABB RITA L
CASPAR MICHAEL F

COUNTS JAMES STANLEY JR
AINSCOUGH NANCY 0
BAITH DONNA D
TANNER JAMES ROBERT
PARM MICHAEL S
ERNSTBERGER DON STEPHEN
BRINKER DOUGLAS WAYNE
MCDANIEL ANGELIA MARIA
PROFITT CHARLES NELSON
RAY KEVIN S
SEAVERS ALICIA G
STONE FREDDIE J

DESHLER THOMAS G
HOWELL, WILLIAM R
PETRIE CINDI G
YOUNG. MICHAEL L
HOWARD LISA R
HASTINGS. JENNIFER V
COCHRUM TINA R
JANOW, TERESA G
GUARIGLIA STEVEN J
WILLS, DAVID R
JOHNSON SAMUEL W
SISK ROBERT G
CRASS CAROLYN L
SPANN RICK V
VARDELL. VICKIE S
TAPP TINA C

HOUGHTON BOB W
DICK NORMAN GRANT
UNDERWOOD JAMES E
MCDANIEL WILLIAM LEE
HOLBROOK CHRISTOPHER LEE
CLAGHORN SHIRLEY ROXANNE
DUNCAN ALVIN A
LUSK JERRI R

Your hard work and dedication
are greatly appreciated.
Thanks A Million, Again
The Briggs & Stratton Corp.
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